FARM. CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
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department

brief suggestions, facts and
I'c; idices arc solicited from housekeepers,
u'n.i-rs and
-leners
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Vegetables

Keeping;

in

Winter.

riu* storage of flu* bountiful harvests
autuiun, lbr use in winter, is attracting
"lv and more attention every
year, so
at our winter market is now almost alii well
supplied with a v ariety of roots.
1*. as onions, beets, carrots,
turnips,
as well as plenty ol tresli
cabbages,
and
and
also squashes.
•lery
spinach,
rite requirements of these
crops for
•s eping well, are
very ditfereut. and dead upon conditions of temperature and
•i.-ture. vv Inch arc easy
enough to uuderui'l. but by no means easy to control,
"'■it' tickle and ever
changing climate,
has the cool, damp cellar is a good
ice to
keep roots and apples, provided
v can be kept moist and cold
enough
■irevent wilting.
Phis is quite out of
ion
in
the
modern
quest
dwelling house
ai
in which the hot-air or steam fur*c
keeps up a constant disturbance of
a.
and produces a dryness and
until Millions to tlte preservation of
ts.
liven when a partition separates
furnace trout the store room, the caret.cglci't to shut a door, or the cracks
it often oraur in a board partition, are
icntly the occasion of a dry ness and
a ui the stole room,
utterly unsuiled
sic
pieservation of such products as
**!
i lien* arc other
apples
good
•a
tor not using the house cellar for
;
it
vegetaIdes
neglected in spring
immei
tlie remnant that remains
season
frequently becomes a uni
and a cause of disease in the
'In
i 01 the-c reasons, it is bet
mike a cellar under some slied or
house. or the harn, for roots and
■
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Agricultural History of

We
in N<

quite jxisiti\

Franklin

County.

there is no spot
England vv here facts present a test
so
pcrlcet ol tlic relative profits of agri
cultural industry. Through the whole
county not one of the pioneer settlers can
be named who brought wealth with him,
or through inheritance receiv ed it a tier
vvards.
For three-fourths of a centurv
separated by long hilly roads from anv
navigable waters, no commercial enlerarc

1’tise

was practicable
beyond supplying
ngricultiiral population with articles
of necessity, ami the marketing of agricultural products,
rite cost of traasportation kept the investment of capita!, ovv n

elsewhere, out

of

every branch of
here.
Fishing,

manufacturing industry
mining, ship-building, lumbering, Ac.,
upon which other counties have partially
depended, and from which with commerce, they have del l\ed much ol their
surplu capital, have addi I nothing to
ours. Weart
'peak.:.: ol the Sandy River
\ alley .not tic region
cmnmuuicutitig with
the \mlroseogg n north of the Saddleback
A comparatively
range of mountains

small amount ol hip timber, and a little
pine and hardwood lumber, have been
earned out of the country for a market
situ e til.1 railroad has been in operation :
hut t presumed that more money has
been paid for pine lumber brought from
'in I ii a hi:’ ri'(|iin i‘il
ini' keeping
tin Keimebr •, and for lumber used in
\i■ \ similar, liann lv. a Inn
.ii
cabinet and carriage making, machinemu near 1 lie freezing
point, ami work. Ac., for the supply of our domestic
riidilation el' ail
\ cellar,
want'
than has ever hern added to
i> built, nii.-tly miller ground, out apital lor all the produce of mu fori*e too warm, aial lor tbis ieasi>n
in ed to an outside market.
The
whose walls ! se slightly abort
fact wc wished to impress i.- this that
ntaee is bettei.
The spinach is tie whole aggregate of the
capital now
11>11 shelves, with Spaces between
invested hi farms, mills, roads, bridges,
to allow ft ei
ula: mi of air ; house.',
churches,
ittlc, horses and
two n' thiei
shelves are built sheep, p.gether with the large estates
-■ 1
'-ii ii
ier. uni iiie spinach >s
piled vha h h tv t bei : a' ci,ululated here and
"
s
about six niches deep
: ne e...uty, or invested in
slight eat; led eiit
e
ll
riled i" keep the spinach s l' * ks a ot hi" regi
-. and the
amount
'•
:
h'O m e!', lb:
t is easily
eaii ed West iiv an unhrokeu tide ot cm
eiiier i'eezma hard or by
igla' ‘"II. 1.1 liet u dug out of the soil iif
ii.'i t nee mg hues no harm, if
i les
than a century.
.Some
;
m
■: f.oi.i thawing t" • |>h*i111 \.
incidental consideration essential to the
e
>
Hi
nh aslu s and lessons of our history must lie alluded to
is
;h k> -p spi: aeh pretty well for
u eomic1 tion
villi the question. What
n •nth "i
w
aI'er e1111 ing
hut is too has cgi .cultural industry, unassisted
by
; e'a
ii'riv :
and thaw ing
any other enterprise or investment, done
• li-ingi'ai'ie
■.
at!'
t-• answer well
foi
community of I? towns in the intera longer i
nc.
ior of Maine
It It
fm nearly a cenerv
ps well under similar comli- tury .- upported. in comparative affluence,
X!; i' tii.it .1 should never he alan
n ol dll dim!
The
rage i |
e at all after
ii
blanching. 11
dies composing om p mlation have
iii
'I red
by heeling it ill, quite aiways hw
<
<.’* All daiiy
“big
m 1 lie
ml lull! |if a
jli! W hit'll is products have hcen n-cd m almost every
'■'1 with hoards, and the hoards profamily in what would be, in cities, called
ni from frost by a heavy coat of
For more than
-.
spent tan or eel grass 1 [ vv ill imt hall the period eggs were not worth carwell hi a common cellai. unless
rying out of the county, and, with poula up in
-and oi loam, the air of a
try, wen lavishly used ill almost every
.' being so
dry as to cause it to wilt. tamily. \ •,i 1 and lamb, beef and pork
mas
keep well in a cold, dry cellar, have beet) used with, an extravagance
loo early : they should be stored in
which would apoai!
city community.or
1'if! "i on a barn door. until cold a
community ot manufactures or me.:her ead.-.iigcrs their freezing, say
chanics
And what community dependI bank-gi mg time, when they may
ing on othm busine:-:- ever had the luxury
;' ti i ''led
ami pat in a cellar.
They ot such tires on a hearth around which to
also keep w i'll on the Moor o! a loft,
spend a winter's c uing, as our exhaustdiowed to freeze -lightly, and then
less supplies nf ! I,,- best fuel ha Ve furnish
e: eh with ii.iv to
No city ot ma tufaoturin. community.
prevent livqiirnt and e
lden tha a mg, which injures them: of the same
pi oportiouai population, ever
will eti ;r about as much frost as consumed an amount of fruit half
.■
equal
to that mi which the rural population of
1
Frank!.u h ivc luxuriate I.
keep oliiel l oots :.eb as beets, ear
Vnd what
and turnips, from wilting, it is a
ever
oi
liusho
anywhere, clothed a
I plan to put them
up in barrels with community ..! go,mini up to the average
e
els. m in pile them in tlie cellar about
is n
tandard'! And
r feet deep, and cover the
pile with a ag lit), what city community ever had the
Hie straw >r coarse litter, to prevent t ent ot on a
erage of as roomy and com.d'>i itsin.
ii the cellar is kept eld.
fortable dwellings'I'htis our histoiy
ll e W il! "mi
U and grow :
but this illttstrates and records an unimpeachable
'■ a
>y t-1 do. as mild w eat her
an- w er to the question. 1 )oes farming pay !
•: m
‘’in's in
s'lriaj. a: which season a
I ]. to the time when railroad coin•d j*i! keeps till I .’lilts ill better order mimic:.tion wa> established with an outhalt any cellar ran do.
side market, the people of Franklin enT keep -.y,.,shes well, may different coiin’cred
peculiar disadv antages which
aliiioiis ai" essential.
Hie squash is
gave a special direction to their agrietiiipie.t! plant. ml w ill not vv el! endure 11 rid :nv cstments. In oon.-equenre of the
v ratlm:
‘ai! m approach to the
distance ot a pi oduee market', little ol the
•ing point beiovv In deg. injincs them money brought into the county or value
-eeping. and I the temperature can l e'iderevl for imp. rted .goods vvase.xehallg
ept uniformly above ."Ml deg. from the ed lor he.tv
ul icles ot produce.
The
they are harvested, it will lie all the w ealth and prospot-jp, to which Franklin
'•■i
five circulation of air is essential has attained as mi agricultural
community
-pee; lily when they are first gather
straeeable t“ the fact that its people were
mil for several weeks afterward.
\
compelled to regard the territory as a
;
A.th a furnace in it. where the grazing ivg on
And just in proportion
; "-I attire is a 'oVe ."id deg
will keep a.- grazing, that
“stock grow ing,'' was
mm, well,
lint a cellar without a tire is made t
ipeetuhy. their progress and pros
lamp and old, and they will not pol ity have been conspicuous The writer
<Ule of the best places
i* iolig in it.
know
of m instanee where a Franklin
found m most houses for keeping farmer ha< kept out of
.'peculation and
in
is
closet against the kitchen
experiment, and made a specialty of graz1 in v need looking over everv ing
ntiey.
through a series of years, who has not
ek.-. to pick out the specked ones : heroine
pe.nniarly independent. ; W ilkeep pie,tv well till spring if cure- ton Record.
vvatehed: the hard shelled squashes,
'lie Hulihard and Marblehead, keep
llow to Tell a Good Potato.
> much better than the 'urban and
II-i is a Lfood place in which to impart i
ii
varieties, which are mostly used
what is a secret to the vast majority ol'j
iutumn for pies. \ c.
and it is one well worth knowing. I
picked quite green, just be people,
!' is simph how to tell a good
" frost
is
potato;
eadangf
theirdestrm't on. and
that is. as well as it call he dolle without
h ml
it 111 >i‘!i tile he||ehe- of a
greeliunde! the glass of a hot bed. '•ooking it. for sometimes even experts are
deceived. Take a sound potato, and pay
I:
111 : seVeiai
(ia.V s' e> posit re to
ing no attention to its outward appearwc
ith of the s iii. and prove verv
divide it into two pieces with your
1 t'1111 v■ after the trust has dcstroved ance,
knife and examine the exposed surfaces.
Vines.
>’ring beans may be easily dried by If there is so much water or ‘‘juice’’ that
.I'iing tiieiu fm a ,'ioi or other cou- seemingly a slight pressure would cause
it to fall oil' in drops, you may he sure it
nt piaei. and furnish an excellent
'ii : the neei 1 only to be soaked. will he “soggy" after it is boiled. These
are the requisite qualities for a good po">ked as if |jeshly picked.
This
tato which mast appeal when one is cut
"! is not
generally known and in two: For color,
a yellowish white: if
"d a.> .'
hould he string beans
delicate dish in midwinter, and well it is a deep yellow the potato will not
'.lie s,!gj,t trouble of saving tliem. cook well: there must he i considerable
beaus shelled and dried, make most amount of moisture, though not too much:
bent stewed beans in the winter sea- rub the two pieces together and a white
froth will appear aroun 1 the edges and
much bettei than ordinary pea
the two surfaces; this signifies the
upon
that one would he quite surprised
presence of starch, and the mot e starch,
'in* ditlercuce, who never tried it.
I ne method of preserving cabbage for and consequently froth, the hotter the
potato, while the less there is the poorer
Her w ill lieileseribed in another paper,
it w ill cook. The strength of the starchy
1) I’bilbrick in New laigiand Farmer.
element can he tested by releasing the
hold upon one piece of the potato, and. if
Early Kjse Eotaioes
it still clings to the other, this in itself is
flic follow jug brief history <>!' the fairly a ven good sign. These are the experiments generalh made by experts, and
t -e Potato, li om the
American C’ultithey are ordinarily willing to buy on the
•,tor, may be of interest to our readers. strength of their turning out well, though,
I he Parly Rose is a great favorite, and.
as stated above, these tests are
by no
means infallible.
San Francisco Call.
far. has
no rival as a mar1
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Brighton

flu Parly Pose was fust raised from
eed of the “Carnet Chili,” l>\ Albert
‘f
-•
As to the
e, of llortonville, Vt.
■-S
paid for earliest specimens of this
ito we have no authentic record, hut
do know that in the spring of 1st is, p.
Ib tfron, ol t tiea, \. V., sold to Mr.
'over, of Xcv Jersey, I5d 11-Id bushels
I n ly Pose potatoes for the round sum
•lo.iiiMi, or at the rate of si per hush
I'he latter linn sold to another grow0 the same time 125 bushels at the
'<■ of sso
per bushel, or s22U per bar
of 2bushels. In small (piantities the
n
l.\ Pose was sold at prices yet higher
mu these.
Mr. Hresee received in 1st is
single tubers of the variety known as
ill.sics King of the Parlies,” s5(l each.
I 1 e suuden increase of the
product of
irnle tubers is thus accomplished :
lly

'Ploying

■

n

propagating house, cutting
a single potato, taking

-hoots from

the plants arc siv
i' lies
high, which latter are potted and
winged in a border with bottom beat,
id in turn yielding other cuttings, inwc
tsing in a geometric ratio, there havoc Ween secured in a single season
many
thousands of these plants from a single

cuttings

as soon as

potato.

h'K CnKAM Cake. Half a cup of butter. one of sugar, half of milk, two of
Hour, three eggs (the whites beaten separutel.y), one teaspoonful of cream of tarbo, one half of saleratus.
Flavor with
lemon. Hake in thin sheets in a quick
own.
This is nice to cat, while fresh,
with ice cream.
(Miss M. Parloa’s Re-

ceipts.

Cattle

Market.

W I'.uN K.SItA V, Sept. 21.
\ mount ot -look at market: tattle, 2f.:>l; sheep
ami lambs, it:!'.'; 'ivinc, I7,oni; veals, 77; number
»! western eattle, 2721 ; northern and eastern rattle,
:;iu.
ITiees "I bed rattle f Inn lb live weight, extra
•
juality, £«. 77 a7 27; first, £7 77.h; To; second, £7
*i.7 27; poorest grades o|
.17
<i-. 7.7; thir l, £J •'._'
coarse oxen, bulls, etc., £7 <;7a i 7u.
f lb. Brighton Tallow,
Brighton Hides,
>■ F lb;
'■
o 7
Countc. Hid**-, 71 ^
Fit*; Country
Tallow, 4 (/4‘,c F lb; ( all -'kins, llyl2 .c. F It.;
Northern l.ainb skill", r.7c <js! each.
Working Oxen -We (piotc sales of
1 pair girth •: ft.. 1 inches, live weight 2-itH* ll».£lou;
I pair girth C ft., • '• inches, live weight 27oo lb, £120;
I pair o year olds, girt hr* ft., <» inches, live weight
2HKJ !t», £llu; 1 pair girth • '. fed, s inches, live
weight 27oo lb, £1 to; 1 pair girth 7 ft., o inches, live
weight:*<mwi It., £117; 1 pair girth
f(.. 7 inches, live
weight 2400 tl>, £1 in.
“-tore Cattle—Wc -piote "ale- «»t 10 two
year old
heifers at £HLj27 Fh«*a«l; It* steers, average weight
'•oo lbs, at £7 U7 F 100 lbs, live
weight.
Milch Cows—Kxtra, £5.7 « 70; ordinary, £20/i.7o;
springers, £1S/j0o; Farrow < ows £ I *! <« :i< per head.
We quote sales of 1 milch Cows for £107 tin* lot;
0 new milch < ow■- at £17"; 7 at £70
each; 1 extra
oik* at £7s; 2 do at £77.
ami
l.ambs—Western slieep ami lambs
sheep
were all owned by butcher-,
"hcep costing from 0
to ,c F In.
swine
hat hog-, 7«><• F lb, live weight;
store pigs, £2 7o.j7.7n F head, or from 7yloc F It.,
live weight.
■
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Ckphamxk is a positive
Chronic Indigestion.
Pound in
clothes.

a

lit—The

cure

man

tor

with

Dyspepsia and
a

new

suit of

Buckingham's Dye for the whiskers is an elegant,
safe and reliable article, cheap, and convenient for
use ;

will not rub olf

We suppose a
“weather report."

lap

Try

it

of thunder may bo called

a

Those who have taken “Luxn; ok Li km Boor*
confess that it has more curative powers in cases
of Kidney and Liver Complaints than any other
remedy. Try it at once and get well
Never write the word
be “sin if you do

On
BY

»-

an

ed

BELFAST. MAINE, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1881.

liuis" backward

It will

High

on

SA

Star

Island.

ganized,

lie yielded to the universal desire of its ollioers, and accepted the col-

it AH O. JKWKTT.

onelcy.

tho lichenod ledges, like

lonely sea fowl on its perch,
Blown by tho cold sea winds it stands.
Old (losport's quaint, forsaken church
A

MILITARY SERVICES.

The

regiment took the Held in eastern
Kentucky in December, I .-'it I, and, on the

\0 sign is left of all the town
F.xcept a few forgotten graves:
But too and fro the white sails go
Slowly across the glittering wave--:

‘-‘•Hit of that month Col. Gartield was assigned to the command of the ISth brigade, and was ordered hv Gen. Knell to
*drive Humphrey Marshall out of the Sandy
And summer idlers stray about
With curious questions of the lost
' alley.
I’.v a forced march he reached
And vanished village, and its men.
Marshall's position, near Prestonburg, at
Whose boats by these same waves w ere tossed
daybreak, fell upon him with impetuosity,
l wonder il the old church dreams
and. after a sharp light, forced him to
About its parish, and the days
burn his baggage and retreat into Vir'The lislier people came to hear
ginia. Afterward ho was ordered to join
The preaching and the songs of praise
Knell's army, which was then on its way
Hough handed, browned by sun and wind.
to reinforce Grant at Pittsburg Landing.
Heedless of fashion or ot creed.
Thenceforward, for a time, the military
They listened to the \ arson's word
Their pilot heavenward indeed.
career of Gen. Gartield was merged in
that of the army of the Cumberland, lie
Their eyes on week days sought the church
Their surest landmark, and the guide
held no separate command, and lienee the
That led them m from far at sea.
traces of his great military abilities are
I'ntil they anchored safe beside
»
lost iii tile general operations of the army,
The harbor wall that braved the storm
or only now and then seen in the
compliWith its resistless strength of si.urn
mentary allusions to 11is services, which
Those busy Ushers all are gone
so often made
were
The church is standing here alone
by his superioi officers.
In August, Diy, Gen. Garfield's
But still I hear their voices stru:ce
health failed, and ho was sent North on
\nd still I see the people go
sick leav e.
As he was about leaving foi
Over the ledges to their homes;
The bent old women's footsteps slow
home, lie was assigned, by order of the
war department, to the command of the
Tho faithful parson stopped to give
forces at Cumberland Gap, but he was too
Some timely word to one as'ras
The little children hurrying on
ill to accept the appointment.
Cpon his
Together, chattering of then play
recovery he was ordered to Washington,
I know the blue sea covered some.
and detailed as a member of the Fitz
And others in the rock) ground
John Po'ter court-martial, which occuFound uarrow lodgings for their bones
* »od
pied Id (’ iy s, and in which liis great abilgrant their rest is sweet and sound
ities as a lawyer and a soldier were called
I saw the worn rope idle hang
forth and freely recognized.
When the
Beside no* i»' the belfry brown
court adjourned in January, Dti.'f, Gen.
I gave the bell a solemn toll
1 rang the knell lor (iosport town
Gat Held was ordered to report to Maj.G eii. lioseerans, commanding the
(Harper’s Magazine.
army of
the Cumberland, then at Murfreesboro,
Tenn.. who made h m chief of staff.
The .Late President.
He
remained with Gen. lioseerans uutii after
I *ii 1.1 SKK'IVIl
OK A lil SV ANI» KVKNTH I l.IKK.
the battle of Chieamauga, which was the
ink
ak.m io tuk wnm: iiok^k.
uom
skk
last ev ent of prominence in military life.
VU'KS IN
0L1.K0K, AMU AN II coNUUKSS.
For hi> ••gallant conduct and important
James \bruin Uarlield was born in u
-en ic e.-" in this battle (where he wrote
on
a
new
farm
in
cabin
tow
nlog
orange
order but one, submitting each to
ship, Cuyahoga county, o.. Nov. lb, Is:tl. every
his lather being a poor farmer, ami lie the Gen. lioseerans, only to have them forwarded without alteration), lie was made
youngest of four children. Ilis childhood
was a period of much hardship.
\ssoon a major-general.
IN' I )Ni ItiESS.
as lie was old enough to handle an axe or
hoe lie was put to work upon the farm,
In ihe summer nf isi;g. when every
and his early education was picked up in
body supposed the war was going to
a
little district school, where lie learned end ina few months, a number of oflieers
to read, w rite and cypher in the intervals ; who had
gained distinction in the held
of his labor. Ilis first regular wages were were taken
j
up at home and elected to
earned by working in a potash factor) ; Congress.
Among them was (Jen. Har: lield. who was
ow ned by a neighbor ; Imt a female mem
nominated in tile Repubber of tlie proprietor's family speaking of j licans of Joshua li. i
iHiding's old (listl ie t
the lad as a “servant" led to his immedi- the l!Uh of Ohio, while with ids
brigade
ate departure, and he sought employment J in Kentucky.
He had no knowledge ot
i
elsewhere,
lie (then at the age ol Is any such movement in his behalf, and
years) obtained a job at wood-cutting in i when lie accepted the nomination he did
New burg (now a portion ot Cleveland), so in the belie! That the rebellion would
and, while engaged in it, the sight of he subdued helotse he would he called upLake Li ie inspired him with c desire to on to take his seat in the
House, in Debecome a sailor. Ilis mother opposed hi
cember. I
He was elected by a mawish, and only consented to his leaving jority ofover lojHin. After his promotion
home on condition that he should procure l to major-general. Hen. Thomas ottered
some other respectable employment
lie him the command of a
corps; but Presiwent to Cleveland and found w ork on a dent Lincoln, who had a
high regard for
canal boat, where, notwithstanding the him, urged him to
resign his commission
of
arduous nature
his tasks and the and take his seat in
Congress, mil urged
roughness of his surroundings, he found so strenuously that his advice prevailed.
time and opportunity for study.
In thi
< *n Dee.
I 'iid, therefore, Hen. Harlield
occupation he remained hut four months. having served in the army more than a
< me night, when lie was alone on deck.
y ear alter his elect ion, resigned, and took
In1 fell overboard, and was saved in so re- his
place in the national house. Here lie
markable a manner that he accepted it ! served until Jail. Hi, l~~il. when he was
as an omen that his life was spared for
elected ! nited States senator from Ohio
greater things.
•Against such odds." I by the unanimous vote of his party in the
!
he said. “Providence only could have Legislature.
Hen. Uarlield's work in
saved my life.
Providence, therefore,
Congress has been far too extensive to lie
thinks it worth saving: and. if that's so.
adequately reviewed in the compass of a
1 won't throw it away on i canal boat. j short sketch like this.
Nearly all the
I'll go home, get an education, and be a
j! great measures of the [last I- years for
man.” After recovering from a long and reconstruction, for
conferring citizenship
severe illness brought upon him by the
and suffrage upon the former slaves, for
1
hardships and exposure of his life on the maintaining the credit of the country, for
canal, he pursued his intention of
restoring its currency to a specie basis,
for protecting American industry, and for
onr.u.MNi; an lam \ t ih.n.
and to make a start, went, for a time, to ; securing the purity of elections, received in their inception the stamp of his
Ceauga Academy, a Baptist institution in j
the village of Chester.
His mother gave i broad, siatesmanlike mind, and had in
him *17. and with this money he got ! their adoption the help of his great ability
a parliamentary orator.
through one term of school. In the sum- ; as
liier he worked for day wages in the hay
in i'li 10 warn-: iiorsE.
and harvest fields, and helped build a
At tin- Republican national convention
farm house for his mother.
Returning in ( liicago, in .June, I,-so. (Jen. Garfield
to the academy in the fall, he boarded j was chosen as the candidate for President
himself at a cost of :ii cents per week, on the :tilth ballot, after the convention
but. tinding the fare hardly good enough had been sitting ID
days. At the nationfor health, increased his expenses to b() al eleetion in November last, he received
cents per week,
lie taught school in MM electoral votes, while Gen. Hancock
the winter, and the next spring went had loo.
The President-elect passed the
back to the academy, and supported him- time between the eleetion and his inauselt by working for a carpenter mornings guration in retirement at his home in
and evenings and Saturdays.
From tins Mentor, (i.
on Friday the 1th of March,
academy he went to Hiram College, in the lie took the oath ofolhce, the ceremonies
adjoining county of Portage, and there, upon that occasion being of unusual magtoo. he earned his way by teaching counn tieance. and on March b announced his
try schools winters and working in sum- ealiinet.
Immediately upon assuming
mer at the carpenter's bench, until lie
the oflice of chief magistrate, he called a
was offered a tutorship in the institution, i
special session of the Senate, and that
His ruling passion now was to get a reg- body continued to sir for the transaction
ular college education.
In I So I. when of executive business until
May MU. when
nearly d-'i years old, he entered Williams it ad journed sine die. When he was shot,
('ollege at Williamstown, Mass., and pass- he was about starting for Irvington-on-the
ed the examination for the junior class |
Hudson, from which point lie was to make
In Is.bii he was graduated,bearingotf the a brief tour of New
lmghiml, proposing
:
metaphysical honor of his class. He was tn attend the commencement exercises at
now gb, and, as the result of his constant,
Williams College, to visit several cities
self-denying toil of nearly do years, lie had which had extended municipal hospitalia collegiate education, a few threadbare
ties, and subsequently to pass some time
clothes, a score or more of college text- j with Senator Hoar at Concord. Mass.
hooks, his diploma and a debt of s jbit.
While a student at Hiram College,
lie was at once elected teacher of Latin
young Gartield connected himself with
and Creek in the college at Hiram. The thi‘Church of the
Disciples—a sect foundcollege was poor and in debt, but Car i ed by Alexander Campbell, and someheld threw all his energies into the work j times called
‘•Campbellitcs.” This church
of building it up.
lie soon became dis- has a
large ‘{membership in West Virginia,
tinguished as a teacher, and students j Kentucky and southern and eastern »>hio.
from far and near Hocked to Hiram.
In j "Its
principal peculiarities are its refusal
IrW, while teacher of Latin and Creek to formulate its beliefs into a creed, the
i
at Hiram, Carlieid was married to Miss
independence of each denomination, the
Lncretia Rudolph, his former pupil at
hospitality and fraternal feeling of the
Hiram, and schoolmate at Chester Aeade
members, and the lack of any regular
my; and she soon proved herself a most j ministry." Thu scriptures are accepted
efficient helpmate.
without note or comment, and any memADVENT IN IIH.ITII'S.
bet can address the assemblies. < Jarlield
who never did anything by halves, enI'p to lK.lfi Mr. Garfield had taken but tered
heartily into the work of this comlittle interest in public a Hairs: but with j
munion. and soon became one of the most
the Kansas-Nebraska legislation his po
prominent members of the church at Hilitical pulses began to stir,
lie then be
ram.
This connection with the sect was
came an active Republican, and entered
wo believe, severed.
into politics with the same ardor that i never,
\i, intsmi p no.\ up tiii:
i'i:i:son
i.ate
characterized his efforts as an educator.
PliESIKKNT.
His first political speech was made at
i »ne of the best
Williamstown in lKotl, just before he left
descriptions of the late
college, in behalf of Fremont, the first j I’resident in person is that from the pen
Republican candidate for the presidency. of the well known correspondent, Mary
11 is first vote was cast at the presidential | ('leinmer.
“(hie sometimes meets a man
election that fall. In lri.l!> he was elected or woman," she wrote.in the Independent
by a large majority to the Senate of < >hio, a year ago, “in whom there seems to be
from the countiesof Portage and Summit, material enough, personal and mental to
and though yet scarcely tin, at once took make half a dozen of the average sort.
high rank as a man unusually well-in- This impression oiie gets from (ten. Uarformed on the subjects of legislation, and lield. The lirst consciousness is of his
effective and powerful in debate, llis immense vitality. Had he less brain, he
most intimate friend in the state Senate
might have made himself famous as a
was ,J. I). Cox, who afterward became a
champion prize lighter, lie is said to be
major-general, < iovernor of the state and i! feet i«gh. but looks shorter from the
secretary of the interior. The two young breadth and depth of his shoulders and
senators roomed together, studied to- chest. The large nutrition of the vital
gether. and helped each other in tin- temperament supplies his very large brain
Garfield pushed Ins
work of legislation.
making a powerful enginery as tin* phylaw studies forward, and. early in the i sical basisof manhood and statesmanship.
11 is type is pure Saxon, in itself sutlicient
winter of isiil, was admitted to the bar
of the supreme court. When the secession to account for tne fictitious story of his
Herman ancestry.
of the southern states took [dace, GarHis eyes are light
field's course was manly and outspoken, blue, perceptive rather than deep, while
lie was serving in the state Senate when harmony and strength combine in feathostilities broke out, aud when the Pres- ure and prolile.
lie once called the atident’s call for 7.1,01 HI men was read in tin- tention of a friend to the fact that the
chamber, amidst the tumultuous accla- most intellectual men in the departments
mations of the assemblage, he moved that its it class, were very deficient in ‘back
gO,(HHi troops and .$•'),000,(HHI should at head' :t lack that will never be observed
once be voted as the quota of the state.
in himself. The depth of his head from
When the time came for appointing the the arch of the nose through, in its way,
officers for the Ohio troops, Gov. Denniis quite tremendous; but the length
son offered him command of the l\!d infrom the top of the ear through the perfantry, but he modestly declined, on ac- ceptive (acuities is the most powerful mencount of his lack of military experience.
tal characteristic of his head.
It has also
Rut he was willing to serve in a less re- great height from the ear to the moral
The reasoning faculties, not
sponsible capacity, aud, resigning the organs.
presidency of Hiram College, he accepted small, seem so only by comparison with
a commission as lieutenant-colonel.
A the remarkable development of the rest
few weeks later, when the 4‘2d was or- of his head.
Such a head, sustained and
>

driven by the motive forces of a powerful
vital temperament, make the man what
hois—a giant in certain directions. Intellectually, he is strongest in his perceptive faculties. To see, to know, to understand, through an extended range of vision: to retain what he knows, to use
what he knows, in perfect ryhthra and
order- his knowledge available at the
swiftest call and at every opportunity;
combined with his extreme cultivation,
his love of sacred and classic story, his
instinctive veneration for the good and
great. Ids penetrating perception of the
liner shades of character and feeling, his
subtle tact in dealing with persons, his
suave voice and affectionate manner -all
make him personally a favorite in social
life and with his political comrades.
He
has the faults of exuberance; not the
vices of paucity.
His instincts may be
stronger titan his reason; but the deepest
impulse of the man is to turn back from
every detour to pursue the best in politics,
in religion, ir. nature, in knowledge, in
life.
In the estimate of a man for an exalted position great care should lie taken
not to measure him by some special iulirmity, by some isolated mistake or sin
even, but by the sum total of his character, by the entirety of the man and of his
record.
Titus weighed and measured,
(Jen. (Jartield will not befound wanting.”
I*UKSIl)KNT
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The

Longevity

of

Iron

Ships.

What term of years may be calculated
as the lifetime of a substantially
constructed iron ship
Experts, we believe,
are still undecided on that head, but
judging from what is reported about the
Great Britain, a vessel.of this sort, is
quite as long lived as a man, accidents
apart. That uuce famous steamship left
the stocks at Bristol nearly forty years ago.
and when she was put up at auction at
Liverpool the other day she was found to
he almost as strong as ever.
\ very notable career hers has been, since the world
marveled at Mr. Brudel’s audacity in designing such a monstrous craft. Gigantic,
indeed, she seemed in those days, but we
have moved on so quickly since then
that the Great Britain has come to be
quite a moderate .w/ed vessel for ocean
voyages, lier dimensions being only 17i»f>
tons register, or :fcJ7U burden.
During
her early lifetime she met with a series of
misfortunes, the first being of a rather
comical sort.
Before she could reach the
River Avon from the yard where she was
built, the glory of Bristol had to pass
through the lock gates of Cumberland
Basin.
Nor was it until she had nearly
got wedged in the exit that her proprietors discovered her to lie some feet too
broad to pass through.
After that she
lay for a whole winter fast aground in
Dundrum Bay, with nothing to protect
her against the fury of the waves but the
Moating breakwater of brushwood and
faggots which (’apt Claxtou thought of in
a moment of inspiration.
I’he Great Brit
aiu subsequently suffered many other
vicissitudes, anti the public will therefore be glad to hear that the. eld ship is
in such good health.
[London Globe.
.Viiwsr.U’KU XoTiis
will 1)0 issued
Tho Herald is

The Mount Desert Herald

Saturdays only

until next June.
excellent paper and merits sub
stantial patronage-The Lincoln County [News
has

on

an

Department,

Veterans'

a

devoted to the inter

of the veterans of the -Oth Maine InfantryCharles Dudley Warner, journalist, aud author ot-

<-sts

that

pleasant book “My Summer in

a Carden," says
private person contributes so much to
charity, in proportion to ability as the newspaper.
.V welcome addition to our agricultural ex

that

**no

changes is the Southern Farmers Monthly, a hand
ami illustrated

somely printed

journal published
Though de
circulation this monthly is one

by J. II. Hstill, Savannah. Georgia.

signed

for Southern

general interest-The best and most prosper
ous
newspaper in Washington, the Kvening Star,
is edited by a Maine man, Mr. Crosby S. Noyes.
The weekly edition of the Star is in all respects a

of

model paper. ..Gov. Plaisted’s Bangor organ, The
Freeholder, has turned its toes up to the daisies.
...The Phillips Phonograph, heretofore indepond
cut.

is

ought

now

straight out Republican paper, aud

a

with Moore success than before_

to moot

The Savannah Morning News issued a double
sheet Saturday Sept. 3d. containing an annual 10view of the commercial year, with reliable statistics of the trade of Savannah daring tho year and
other matter of interest. Tho exhibit is highly

satisfactory

and justifies the claim that Savannah
is the lirst cotton port on the South Atlantic coast.
The Morning News, wo may add. isan enterprising

journal ami

an

important

motor

in Savannah's

commercial aud industrial progress-The Daily
Register of Sept. 1st contains the annual review of
the trade and

commerce

ot

Mobile.

It is

an

ex

hibit which

ought to be satisfactory to the citizens
of that place, as it shows that Mobile is a sharer
in the general prosperity of the country. The cot
ton receipts for tho year ending Aug 31st were
larger than during the preceding year tho lumber
and timber trade
year

and is

tions there

was

larger than in any previous

already advancing
are

;

and in other direc-

unmistakable evidences of

a

healthy

aud decided business progress.

Down in Salem, the other day, a bright
little girl was sent to get some eggs, and
on her way back stumbled and
fell, making sad havoc with the contents of the
basket.
“Won’t you catch it when you
get home, though !” exclaimed her companion. “No, indeed, I won’t,” she answered ; “I’ve got a grandmother.”

The

At

stepped on board a car on
connecting Bncksport

we

the

narrow

with

mined to

vocated

gauge
and

Bangor,

gencies arising iu the administration of the United
States government, for winch adequate provision is

party of excursionists
sociation

not made iu trio Constitution

destination

the laws

or

Among

in

Bangor, just

meeting

with not

a

ed

turb

peaceful

was

in its influence, and
A stronger vindication of
never was written
Senator

walks. As

we looked at it thro U-ll the early musts,
made golden by the rays of the morning sun. it
looked so sweetly peaceful that one would almost

tion," replying to an article ty iho lion. David
Dudley Field that appeared in the May number

sigh to drop the burdens of lif'o and euter it,peaceful rest
Yeazie, Croat Works Orouo, Old-

D. (i, Gilman. President oi John

Hopkins Univer
sity. writes of *‘Tho Idea of the University-,*’drawing the line of distinction between the college and
the university, and showing how the latter iustitu
tion is the indispensable organ of a generous, liberal
A

timely historical paper is that

Howard

Gay.

Why

Cornwallis

of
was

ing.

iugtou

to

an

proves
lie esteemed "lirst in

along

score miles
tho eastern bank of the river.

numerous

'•

villages

and farms, and

long

our

route

Here

arc

stretches of

|
j
1

riel;

intervale lands, which return large annual
dividends to the hands ot those who till them.

war.

Mattawaiukeag. fifty miles from Bangor

At

tiud

a

thriving village.

Here the

river comes down from

we

Mattawaiukeag j

the great forests, and
pours itself into the waters of the
Penobscot.
Before tho days of railroading this
used to be the halt way point between Bangor and

impetuously

but that will not cause the novel reader to
enjoy
or her any the less. •Pamen's
(ihost is from the pen of Mr. K. L Byunor, the

the treat offered him

Tritons

From <Hdtown for two
lies

i he secret ot’ the
Iriiosr.
authorship
ot this ‘‘Round Robin novel ceased to be a secret
before the book had found its way to the public ;

“.Ximport" and
Sunday Budget says--

with

red shirts

u

their harsh music and sent tho fruit of honest

Oa.mkns

author ot

packed

toil forth to the markets of the world.

papers, sets forth the i

on

was

-when hundreds of river-men

and steel calked boots, covered the logs by day
and filled the villages at night—when every water
wheel was in motion ami scores of mills rasped

Finally, Cui. H. li
Washington is a
conclusively the title of Washarticle

when the river's channel

! logs

ilies of Central America"
in

appear, and as rapidly
looked at the foaming

ruins, uud the hugli piles of unmanufactured lum
her, it remiuded us of the heroic days of lumber

grand result of his researches among lhe ''Ruined

i Harrington,
| .Strategist."

we

waters, the falls and ledge.5, together with
the rafts of logs, the great mills, m my of them in

omists. to be settled, not in tile councils of politicians, hut by a commission of manufacturers and
M. Desire C* ha may, m the ninth of
business men

areh.uological

As

rushing

Yorktow

his valuable

quickly

vanish from view.

at

discusses the perennial tarilf question, which he
insists is a subject not for politicians, hut for econ-

and Milford

town

Mr.

n
Under the title, "Shall Two States
Rule tlie Union !" the Lion Thomas A. Hendricks,

of theological controversy to disbreast. At 71 o’clock came the

beautiful spot, with its slabs, monuments, green
of grass, flowers, shrubbery, and nicely kept

F. Edmunds, of Vermont, deiiues the relations which exist between "The State and the Xa

Sydney

wave

plats

George

culture

our

Our

place, and in company
preacher and his wile, we
disciples of John Calvin,

cry “all aboard," and then the long train glided
swiftly from the depot, along the bank of the great
rushing, turbulent Penobscot. We soon passed
Mount Hope, Bangor’s city of the dead; a most

transient

wherein permanent.
Puritanism perhaps

to bo held at Uoulton.

with a genial Methodist
settled down amidst the

a conspicuous
place, and it is treatby the writer with much learning and in the
most judicial temper. Prof Geo. P. Fisher of Yale
College, contributes a profound study of "The Ele
meats of Puritanism.'' pointing out wherein I'u

a large
Baptist as-

in time to join

route to tho

the same

was

cumbent. holds

ritauism

en

l.'oulton, and tho hotel was crowded with passengers carried upon the great coaches. that made
daily trips between tho two places. The guests
gathering around tlie huge chimneys with the

The Boston

The critic of the future, wuo, while
regarding
the Round Robin series as one
group of nineteenth blazing tire logs, presented pictures of comfort and
fiction,
to
century
finding an
devoting himself
adjective that will describe it. will have a rather l enjoyment unknown amidst tho smoke ami cinders
difficult task, tor never were books more unlike
| of the present day The village has changed and
linked together by the bond of similar covers and
j ;s changing. Two of the most important estab
a common title, aud “Rumen's
(ihost," the last
added to the circle, has no resemblance to anv Bailments are the shops of the K. a- X A. IB II.
that already stand there It is a story of litigation
and the Methodist Episcopal church. The latter
and family troubles, having little love interwoven is in ail unfinished
condition, remaining so, we
with them, aud ts told with far more force and
concentration than its author showed in his former understand, from a lack of funds, live hundred
books.
Ximport" aud Tritons. The villain of dollars being needed 10 complete it. Oh. for a
the story is a lawyer, one Nicholas Kerrette, ami
Belfast congregation and an hour's time
the good angel a blind orphan who brings
tiappi- !
From Mattawaiukeag we swing to the right,
ness to all the
virtuous persons in the closing I
chapters, leaving them arranged in a rejoicing I across the country towards Vancoboro. upon tie
group at the falling of the curtain. The other border line, titty miles away—fifty miles of the
personages are an exceedingly clever mother, a
most desolate country we ever beheld.
(Haneing
son who has little to do but to
propose to the
at it from the car window, we found that tor the
young ladies, aud oe ruled by the older women, an
agreeable, heartless girl, aiid a reserved soldier tirst time, we began to cherish a
fai\h in the do
who falls captive to her charms after .she
rejects
his nephew. A female suffragist of the shrill aud velopment theory of Darwiu, for like his theory of
ungrammatical order and her strong minded daugh- man. tills country could only reach its present eon
ter furnish the comical element, aud a
lawyer's dition through a series of the most wonderful declerk, with a fondness tor dirty babies, the shin
velopments. And as Darwin finds tho starting
virtue
in poverty which is never absent from
mg
point m tho monad, wo tiud ours in a vast accu
stories by this author. The strong point in the
book is its conversations, not because
they are millation of atoms, bound to each other by coho
l especially amusing or brilliant, but because they
sive laws, thus forming huge irregular forms, rocks
i Are exact reproductions of the dialogues that take
of every conceivable size and shape. These seem
| place when two persons meet who cannot well re
to have been developed from some hidden con
main silent, and wish to say something that is not
dition beyond, and left in a state of wildest con
j dull Published by James R. Osgood A (\i.

j

NOTES.

Petersons Magazine tor October is unusuallv
good, even for that popular lade's hook. The
steel engraving, ••Don't be Seared," is one of ex
eeptional beauty; and so is the colored, steel fashion plate, with its live charming looking,
finely
dressed ladies
There are two colored patterns,
with designs for fans, a line i!' decoration that is
now all the rage.
The stories tiud novelets are
entertaining, Sa year Charles .1. Peterson.

Philadelphia.
Mr. U illiam A. Crafts, one ot the Railroad Commissioners ot Massachusetts, has written a paper
tor the October Scribner, entitled
A Ph-a for
Railroads," somewhat in reply to Mr. 1. B. Thttr
her s paper on "The Railroads ami the People. in
the same magazine for December, ls.su.
MiCrafts' position is by appointment ot the State and
not the railroad, and has given him unusual opportunities for forming correct and impartial opinions regarding the iiuestinus he discusses.
•‘Primeval California" is the theme of two Cali
I'orutans for an illustrated paper to he published
in the October Scribner. The writer is Mr. (litas.
Warren Stoddard, and the artist Mr. Julian Rix
The region described is among the red woods ot
Sonoma County. Some of the best wood-cuts in
this article are by young men who last year com
peted with ‘hirst work" for the Scribner prize for
wood engraving -which, by the way. is to he con
tinned under The Century Magazine.
The numbers of the Living Age for Sept :id and
Pith contain Florence, anil Walks m Kugland.
Quarterly: I-ld ward Gibbon Blackwood: Bonaparte,
Two Theories of Poetry, and Sketches and Rem
imscenees by Ivan Tourgeuiell'. Macmillan. A
iju iker's Graveyard, and The Last Journey of Pius
IX. St. James' Gazette : A Gorman Cremation Hall
and. New Aspects of German Life, I’.ill Mall with
instalments of‘-In Trust" and "The Frere's' and
the usual amount ot poetry.
For titty two numbers of sixty-four large pages each, (or more than
11,BOO pages a year) the .subscription price, (AS) is
low ; while for SlO.oU the publishers oiler to send
anyone of the American SI monthlies or weeklies
with The Living Age for a year, both postpaid.
Littell A* Co Boston are the publishers

fusion
rocks.

ridges, hills, hollows, plains, valleys -all
e
next step in the process was a thin

Ti

layer

of soil, either evolved through the crevices
Between the rocks, or scattered down from the I
skirts of some evolving sister world that chanced
be in the immediate neighborhood. Then came
vegetable life in the form of forest trees growing
to

in the thin sol;

Hiding

<

rocks

i,;.i holding
despair, finis tar

on

their roots around the

for life, with the

axles, and

our

The trees

are

could tiaco

of

grip

unbroken i
succession i>;.t here tho connecting link is miss
inn anti the wheels of development that have
thus far borne us so rapidly on, rotate upon their
we

an

theory undevelopa |u11as rapidly
cut oil for lumber and bark, forest

tires sweep over the country, consuming nearly
all vegetable matter and the soil upon which it
grew. Here and there a green patch remains, but

they only
desolate

to

serve

And these

make all the rest look

more

of rocks, scorching and
Blistering in the rays of the sun, relieved only y
blackened stumps and log.'., with now and then a
acres

strip ot green, is all that greets the vision of the
observer for I tty dreary miles
But in the midst
of

these glot my speculations the train rolls mb
and the brakemau shouts ■■Thirty

Vaucebon
minutes

is

a

village owing

its cxistcm

it

and is now at

keep

a

the control of the railroad and its

by

him

mean

are

and

have no doubt that Fair Flay would have your
readers understand that the intention to wreck the
entire refunding scheme by adopting impracticable
methods, is the real aim of the “controlling power
of the city government'' who opposo the present
plan, whereby the non preferred stock is made to
pay all the interest and twice as much per share
of’ the entire debt of tin* railroad company as tho
preferred. If, as Fa r Flay asserts, the definite and
assured disposal oi' a certain income, viz. tho
000 r iital controlled by parties whose interests are
adv rse to the interests of the city, gives a value
to the security, how much more valuable would
the security lie, by the deliuite and assured dispo
sal of that income ,u tho interest of the city.
Why should not the city retain the coutrol of its
stock in the railroad under any and all circumstances : As well might it be said that the entire
management of the city's affairs be placed iu the
hands of trustees whose interests are adverse to
the city, as that any part of it should be so placed.
It this ib trine be true why not * liange our form
of government and place our municipal affairs ii.
the han-is of three select men elected lor forty
years. Fair Flay evidently is becoming frightened
at the political aspect which he imagines this
question is assuming ; he evinces a strange wantot
confidence in tin* ability of the people to settle
this question as they deem best tor their own iu
l ms is a ngt.t winch certainty belongs
terests.
to the people and woe betide the city government
elected upon other issues that places the city's in
terests in the railroad be; oud its control before the
city has declared its desire in the matter. It.
would 1"* an unwarranted assumption of power
that would m ver be forgotten or forgiven
Fair
Play asks which is the most important to them
'meaning the tax payers that refunding succeed
the :....i• ad rental be
or that the disposal ot
( hanged !"
This is not the issue, the one dues
not depend upon the other, the disposal of the
rental is in no way connected with refunding
and lias only been injected into this matter
by Fair Play to cover up the real designs
of the individual preferred stockholders.
The
tnat refunding pro
tax nayers demand both
ceed and suc-eeii ami that the disposal ot the
railroad rental be
hanged so that the city of
Belfast shall receive its legal and equitable proper
turn thereof.
Fair Play says that the amendment
of Tie 1 sth by-law of ti e railroad company neither
enlarged the rights of the preferred nor abridged
If this
those ot the non-preferred stock holders
is so it is not very readily perceived why this
ISth
was
made.
the
ITidei
by-law as it
change
originally stood the city was entitled to about
I ndcr that by-law
>17.000 per year, in dividends.
as amended tiie city cannot and has not received
Whether
that amend
but about >i.000 per year.
ment enlarge.*! tiie rights of the preferred stock
holders or not. it certainly abridged the rights ot
the non preferred stock holders si 1.000 per year,
and this Fair Pla\ calls nothing. There seems to
be a misconception as to tiie difference between
the preferred and non preferred stock in relation
to dividends.
When the net earnings of the road
have been determined, the only preference the
preferred has over the non-preferred stock is in receiving its share first, u. an amount not exceeding
six percent, per annum, when the mm preferred
stock shall receive the balance up to a like sum
It is not true that under the I Sth by-law, before
amendment, the proportion of the rental belong
iug to the nou-preterred could be diverted to any
other purpose than in payment of dividends to the
non-preferred stock, while the preferred stock
was receiving a dividend.
Vet under the present
plan of the railroad company the entire dividends
belonging to the nouq referred stock for seventeen
are taken t*
years from 1*7*. t«- wit >BB1
pay the entire interest on the railroad debt, and
twice as much per share as the preferred stock on
the debt, while the preferred stock pays but *f»l,-■JI.imi of the debt alone, and m the mean time re
ceivcs m dividends about £-00.ouo
This is what
the change in the I sth by law has dune for the
ITs not true tiiat tiie "controlling power in
city.
the city government" demand that the uon pre
ferrod stock be placed on the same footing with
the preferred, but it does demand that the above
unjust policy which is >«> largely detrimental to
It demand*
tiie interest •>! the city be changed
that the individual preferred stock holders pay
their just -debts with their own money. It is as
sorted by Fair Play that the preferred stock hold
ers have a right to complain of the present plan of
distribution. Tis true that the !*th by-law gave
them <J per cent: then why was not that sum paid
The reason
them instead of 1 percent
that
they were like Fair Play afraid of the people
*'»
that
if
took
their
foresaw
cent,
they
they
per
and refused to give the non preferred stock any
thu:_r. the people would -io what they are now do
Fair Play ad
mg arise amt assert their rights.
mit> tube true all of our '-barges of wrong doing
in the building and managing of the railroad, but
asserts what lie must have known to be false, that
ail of the burdens and grievances which the city
’ias beeti called up<»n to bear and is now bearing,
came entirely from tin* misuse of the popular vote :
that is the pc pie themselves, individually, are re
sponsil.de for ail <■: the wrongs complained of. and
as a remedy for the ills we have, and others we
know not of. he propose- to take from them their
most cherished ri-rht
right purchased by blood
and treasur*- the right t > express their opinion
freely a.. ! without chalh* .go at the polls. We
explained in a former communic.itiou how the
cny

was

inane

t

>

ran:;,

.ne

picseai

poney.

by the unwise use «»♦' the popular vote
i»y the vote ot city officers. some u win m

for dinner."

Vaneeboro

repudiate

that the refund-

actuated by ambitious designs.
contemptible insinuation.
During all these years siucc the completion
of the railroad, there has never boon a suggestion
or an act by Fair Flay, or those he now
represents,
looking towards refunding our city debt, while it
is a fact the “controlling influence" of the city
government whom Fair Flay charges witti repudiation, drew the petition to tho Legislature for an
act authoiizuig the city to refund, and then drew
anil introduced the order in the city government
meeting authorizing the appointment of the com
mittee who made the report which was accepted
and adopted by t.he city government, which embraced the plan <»t refunding our debt at four per
cent, interest by placing the city's interest in the
railroad in the hands of trustees as security for the
payment of the new bonds. This plan meets the
approval oi' the monied power with the single ex
ception that they demand that the city shall put
itself under guardianship with the privilege of se
lecting tho guardian given to the bondholders. 1
This is a

under the direction of conductor Putnam, the
train glided so swiftly over the smooth road bed
that 7 o’clock found us at tiio depot of the K. &
A. U. II.

interest, but to

income in its hands, to bo fought for at each city
election, and that those who oppose the policy ad

prescut interest, and nearly all of the authors are
eminent American statesmen.publicists and litterateurs. Senator .1. T. Morgan, of Alabaina. considers
‘‘Some Dangerousijuestions"nauielv, certainemer

N

01

standstill, because the city government is deter

Aroostook.

luilifead

these questions, that of the succession to the Presidency in case of the inability of the elected in-

j

to

lower rate

a

altogether, that it is thus evident
ing movement has been blocked

Correspondence of the Journal.
o’clock one beautiful morning recently,

con

the October issue of this able monthly
cannot tali to arrest the attention of all readers.
Every one of the topics discussed is of the highest

j

Pilgrimage

A

Review.

American-

tents ot

FAMILY.

When Janies. A. Carticld was attending school at Ceagua Institute, in I spit,
cooking his meat in a frying pan, wearing blue jean pants, he made the acquaintance of a young girl, l.ucretia
ltaiulolph, daughter of a farmer in the
neighborhood. There was this in common between them--they were both poor.
The parents of the young lady were
struggling to make both ends meet and
denying themselves that their daughter
might obtain an education. The acquaintance between the boy fn m tbe tow
path of the canal and the farmer's daughter ripened into friendship.
The years went on. The boy came
from Williams ( ollege to Hiram to be installed as president of the institution in
which the farmer's daughter was an honored teacher. Through the years they
had corresponded the woman sustaining
him by her cheerful words, her sympathy
and prayers and friendship ripened into
tender affection. They had helped each
other on : they would be helpmeets for
life and were joined in wedlock in 18.">8
the husband 27 and the wife d4 years
of age.
Five children, four sons and a daughter,
Lia\ e been born to them.
The oldest son,
Harry A. about twenty years of age, lias
just entered tbe freshman class of Williams College.
The second son, James
1!., two years younger, is attending school
at Concord, X. 11.
The third child, the
only daughter, Mollie, is fourteen years of
age. The fourth child, a son, Irvin Mr
Dowell, is ten years old
The fifth and
youngest child, a son, Abram is seven
years old.
The mother of President carlield is 70
y eai s of age, and is at the family homestead in Mentor, (>hio.
President Carlield leaves a small proper!'.'
probably worth not over sdtljKH).
Measures were inaugurated soon after the
shooting, to raise a fund of 8\!.'>(for
Mrs. Carlield, and two-thirds of tbe sum
was .subscribed.
When President Carlield was supposed to be on tile road to
recovery, tbe subset iptions were suspend
ed.
Pndoabtedly. this sum will now be
i.tised and presented to the heart stricken
widow, who iii her great sorrow will rereive the deep sympathy of not only the
people of this country, but of the civilized
world.
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Refunding Question.

Ljdituk Jolk.nal
It is boldly charged, says
Fair ifray, that the real aim is not to refund the

i:

inn

but
were

controlled in the interest ot the scheme while
others were unaware of the effect of the same, as
they have since stated. Fair I’lav explains how
famous upon the completion
the income of the railroad is disposed of. to wit
visit of President Grant and other otlieial digni
*'.*oi)i) tor interest on first mortgage ? •.3oo interest
on city note
rl .'.Ooo for dividends «»n preferred
taries from both sides of the invisible line, that
stuck. ■*'-* 111 for e •; ;».-i:se> v»...«)(» tor m..king fund.
It nestles among
here separates the two nations.
•* >. l'.'b ut which i- contributed
by non preferred
the rocks upon the western bank ot tin- St. Crmx
stock ami ?l."l I by ’he pre!'* led stock. Were the
the
between
stocks until the
river, to which it is securely lashed by the man;
propositions kept
lines ol iron rails which stretch like sinewy arms entire railroad debt is paid this cutest wouldmd
ne of so much importune
But let us see by the
around it
From Vaneeboro to M Adam is eight
present policy of the railn-ad company what the
would,
iie
tin*
future The interest
listributions
in
miles, and the rocky,^rugged soil is spanned by a
upon the first m »rtgage and city i.ote and the div
double iron track. .Me A dam is quite a railroid
idends upon the preferred stork " on id be the same
Suim.v.
Itkms
Tho Americau Ship savs:
IF IF here crosses the K
center.
'Hie N. 15. A
: ti butt >n to the sinking
But how ab >i
the
American ocean tonnage is of late doing more
fund, which has l^et n est if lished for the purpose
A N. A
their tracks, switches, and buildings are
'1 iie preferred stock
protitable business. In the coastwise trade the
of paying the railroad den!
twisted and built among the huge granite botild
contributes every year tie* -aine. to wit *!.<>! 1 un
scarcity of vessels all this season has been almost ers
\s nr;.’ glances 011 r over the broad, desolati
til l*BI when it ciitri ites nothing while the
without precedent, and freights have ruled high,
non preferred
itributes tr s year >o.x7f.
ami
acres which surround the station, he is impresses
the rate to Boston for coal vessels being *1..‘>0
would contribute under tin* present policy in iss*.'
with the thought that thus far at least the qnieen s
xx:;
■*7to..
1
|xx{
.*
in
1:
'>.*>f»»
in
and other ports in like proportion. There is also i
domain presents no improvement over that of 1SX.I »,733
in I'ssr <|ii ;,iiOj.'i; in 1SX7 *11,131,
reason to believe that vessels on long
voyages are
in lxsp *13,311.0 1 in |xpt)
Linde Sam, through which he has so iecently <)0; in IS's-. >1 f.biij
doing well. Coarse cargoes for San Francisco are
•*! 1,383. »3 ; in 1<S!H
1st♦..'»(.) in is'.'d *1 o/mB 71
passed. Within a few years the road bed of the N in I S'.'3 *17 .'.Mill 13 : ^Id, IV I *! J. 17)0. lo, making
a
readily obtained to the full extent of the capacity 1 15. A C it. I. has been much
We rode
total from ls?xto Ivi when the debt would he
improved.
offered. There is reason to expect that an increasof
>1V
■J7b.oo
contributed
the
non
in a beautiful car, at the rate of thirty miles an
paid
by
prefer
ing amount ot new tonnage will be built to rered stock upon the debt, and >1 IB.3i»7 3o for inter
hour
The eyes grow weary looking at the rocks
place recent losses and the improved demand_ We close ’.he shutters and enter in conversation. est on the debt, making grand total ot eontribu
tions by the non preferred stock of *331 ,'.'S3 3u.
A patent has recently been taken out for a means
while the grand total of contributions by the pre
The President's condition, politics, theology, rail
of steering a ship by electricity. The apparatus
terred stock is *01,F
And this unjust and un
roads, the coining association, the Methodist camp
is the invention of Mr. \Y. F. Km,*, an Fdiuburgh
equal distribution of the income of our railroad is
all
discussed
what the controlling power in the city government
meeting and church reopening are
electrician, and was recently trie 1 on board a
The moments tly unheeded. The sun rolls down
object to, and propose to change, or at least to pre
steamer sailiug between Glasgow and London.
serve the right to the tax payers to express their
the western skies, the wheels roll and clang upon
The object is to dispense with a helmsman, and
opinion thereupon. Fair l’lay seems concerned
the iron rails, the mile posts Hash past, and we are about the deadlock m the refunding and no doubt
make tho compass itself steer the ship.
For this
would have your readers believe that the responsi
This
startled by the cry of “Canterbury station.
purpose the compass is titled with an index which
bility rests with the "controlling power in the city
Wo
is a small hamlet in the depths of the forest.
is set to the true course, and one degree on either
government.'' We thought we pretty thoroughly
noticed the only painted sign in the village,
ventilated that question m our former communiside of the true course two metal contact pins are
••Groceries and Liquors." On one side of the door cation. and placed the responsibility where it be
adjusted : each pin is connected to a single Daniel was a bunch of cedar shingles, on the other hung longed. Wo went to the records, the proper
cell, and when tho ship deviates as much as a degree a dried tish, showing conclusively that in this place to derive information upon that subject and
country at least the people are provided with the gave the facts as we found them.
from her course to one side or tho other tho index
luxuries and necessaries of life.
Debec station is
Mayor Woodcocks report to the meeting was
comes into contact with one or the other metal.
reached, and wo pass upon the lloultou branch that the two banks in this city had refused.
railroad, seven miles in length. As we leave the | before they were asked, t" have anything to do
The result is that a positive or negative current
station signs of civilization appear.
Like the
the refunding scheme. And now comes Fair
flows ami actuates a hydraulic apparatus which
j with and
Israelites of old we have passed through the pil
Flay
says that they have always from the start
works tho helm-\ new movement, of vast im- grimage of the wilderness, and Aroostook, the of the railroad refused to lend a helping hand.
I
I
portance to tho shipping interests of the whole promised and promising land, spreads its fertile trust that the two banks here will not forget that
holds and forest-crowned hills before our grateful their entire capital stock would pay but a small
world is involved in a scheme tor a gigantic dock
vision, lloultou is reached. In the Exchange we
fraction of our indebtedness. We are not surprised
at Gravesend, Fugland. providing for the better
tind both rest and refreshment. Our next letter
that refunding received its first blow from the
will
tell
what
we saw and heard.
you
banks, for it is the concentration of corporate
accommodation of the steamships engaged iu
powers that this country has to fear most. In eon
American and other trades. Vessels of the deep
elusion we desire to say to the tax payers of this
est draught will he able to enter
Fimi and FiSHiN'i. The following vessels tilted
easily, and an
city that they have no occasion to fear the charges
from
and
have
returned
to
from
the
Orland
Banks:
of repudiation made so boldly by Fair Flay. This
improved system of coaling will also be added to Clara Pitman.
Perry, master, 000 quintals of fish; i noise about repudiation proceeds from those wh<
the dock-The ninety eight electric lamps on
Snow Squall, Hanson, master, son quintals: Char
have nothing tangible to offer in answer to our
the now Gummier Servia will bo distributed as lotte Morgan, Sparrow, master, SbO quintals : Mar
arraignment of the policy practiced upon the city
Leach.
SOO
blehead,
master,
quintals.V swingle It is the duty of every honest citizen of Belfast
follows: Fugine room, iiO: propeller shaft tuntailed shark, about 12 feet long, was killed in a
to investigate this matter and to see to it that a
nels, 10; grand saloon, AO ; music* room. S: ladies weir on “Bluehill Neck" last week_Mackerel reduction
in our present rate of interest be fairly
boudoir, 0, and smoking room, 1 The requisite have not beou so plentiful in the waters around and squarely accomplished, and that the rights of
Mt. Desert Island, for many years as this season.
the city be preserved.
Tax Paykk.
current will be obtained from a dynamo electric
Schr. Barker Peirce arrived at North Haven last
Belfast, Sept IB, I8S|
machine which will be driven by a special engine.
wee c. from the Bay of Fuudy,
been
out
but
having
-Since the schooner “Lizzie S. Haynes’’ was eighty days and stocked b7b barrels of mackerel.
The tirst page ot a recent issue of the daily
She has stoekod over 2,000 barrels since the mid
launched at Wiseasset, the keel has been laid, tho
die of June-The Biddeford Times says that
Pioneer Press is devoted to illustrations and de
frames are all up and tho ceiling has been com
Capt. F. P. Fmorson has some fifty' trout of very script ions of the live Hour mills iu Minneapolis,
meneed on a GOO ton schooner to be off in No vein
good size in his pond, at York. It is a novelty in owned
and operated by C. A. Pillsbury A Co.
tins town, and many have gone to see them feed.
her-The barque Western Sea, which became
If you want to enjoy yourself for a few moments,
These mills have a capacity of 8,000 barrels of
prominent in connection with the Fuller Goodnow
just step inside the Captain's fish house and see the Hour per day. and the firm tind it. dillicult to keep
swindle has been sold at auction in Boston for trout “take a
good square meal." Captain F. late
with their orders when runniug on full time.
£<000,.The Rockland Gazette says— Messrs.
ly released two million ale wives which he hatched up
A mill, just completed, has a capacity of A,000
G’obb and Bodwell will immediately lay the keel of in his pond this season-The latest bulletin is
sued from the Census bureau contains the statis
barrels of Hour a day and is the largest and most
a steam
freighting vessel at their yard at the South tics of the fisheries of tho great lakes, as compiled
mill iu the world. For years the brand ot
costly
(i.
Brown (ioodc. special agent in charge of tho
by
Fnd, whore tho ‘‘Milford” has just been launched
Fishery division. The tables show that distributed high grade Hour made at this mill, known as
She will be a three-masted schooner, of about .'>00
in the various states bordering on the lakes there
Pillsbury s Best" has been iu great demand in the
tons capacity, with a steam propeller as an auxil
are
fishermen, Id steam tugs, I,t>07 vessels
eastern States, and is continually increasing in
iary power. The machinery is to be furnished by and boats. 11,*"> 11 gill uols, IIS seines, and 273
pilo drivers engaged in the fisheries, the value of popularity.
Delemater A Go., of New York-The News says
the apparatus and accessories used being $l,3l.'v
that three large three masted schooners now on 07.>.
During 1S70 OS, 712JHM) pounds of fish, valued
Washington society will have a decided sensa
at
were taken. Of this quantity 10,703,
the stocks at Waldoboro, are approaching completien next winter in the advent ot Mrs. Cornwallis
West, one of London's professional beauties. She
tion. H. |Kennedy A Co. are preparing to build blu pounds wore salted. 2,821.obo pounds frozen,
1,721,770 pounds smoked, and the rest sold fresh. is a relative of Lionel Saekville, the new British
a large schooner, and there are indications that
There was produced also $12,300 worth of caviare
minister, who is a bachelor, and will come with
him to preside over his household establishment.
ship building will be good here another summer. isinglass and oil.
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thf. address

The President then read the following address
from manuscript:
For the fourth time in the history of the republic
its chief magistrate has been removed by death.
All hearts are tilled with grief and horror at the
hideous crime which iias darkened our land, and
the memory of the murdered President, Ins pro
trat ted sufferings, his unyielding fortitude, the example and achievements of his life and the pathos
of his death will forever illumine the pages ot our
history. Fort he fourth time the officer elected
by the people and ordained by the constitution to
liil a vacancy so created is called to assume the
executive chair. The wisdom of our fathers, foreseeing even the most dire possibilities, made sure
that the government should never be imperilled
because of the uncertainty of human life. Men
may die but the fabric ot our free institutions
remains unshaken. No higher or more assuring
proof could exist of the strength and permanence
of popular government than the fact that though
the chosen ot the people be stricken down
his constitutional .successor is peacefully installed without shock or strain except the sorrow
which mourns the bereavement.
All the
u<‘
e
aspuiuious oi my lamenieu predecessor
VFhicli found expression in liis life, the meas
res devised and suggested
during his brief admin
.strut ion to correct abuses and enforce
economy,
to advance prosperity and promote the general
welfare, u» ensure domestic security and maintain
friendly and honorable relations with the nations
of tiie earth will be garnered in the hearts of the
people, and it will be my earnest endeavor to profit
by his example and experience. Prosperity blesses
our country.
Out fiscal
bv law, is
policy is tixed No
well grounded and generally approved
threat
ening issue mars our foreign intercourse and the
w
i :u integrity and thrift of our
people may be
trusted to continue undisturbed the present assured career of peace, tranquility and welfare. The
gl"Oin and anxiety which have enshrouded the
country must make repose especially welcome
now.
No demand for speedy legislation has been
heaid. No adequate occasi m is apparent for an
unusual session of Congress. The constitution do
tines tin* functions and powers ot the executive as
clearly as those ot either of the other two departments of the government, and he must answer for
the :ust exercise < f tlie discretion it permits and
tb“ performance of the duties it imposes. Sum
moued to these nigh duties and responsibilities, and
pr Uotmdly conscious of their magnitude and grav
ity 1 assume the trust imposed by the constitution,
reiving lor aid on divine guidance and the virtue,
patriotism and intelligence of the American peo-

ple.

1

1

the Senate has been called
by President Arthur for Oct. loth
A
Holy Alliance of Vigilants" has been organ
i/.cd in Washington, to protect the lite of t lie Presi
dent.
President Arthur's inaugural meets with general
\\ e have not seen a u ord of host
commendation.
ile criticism anywhere.
President Haves, as well as President Arthur
took the oath ot ollieea second time. This was done
in bo b. eases to advoid even a pretext tor technic
•al objections.
President Arthur issued a proclamation Thursday
announcing the death of tne late Chief Magistrate
and appointing Monday Jo, as a day ot national
humiliation and mourning
President Arthur decided not to accompany the
remains of the late President to Cleveland and will
slop i«,r the present at tlu* residence ot Senator
Jones.
l our men have been elevated to the
presidency
"U account ot the death of the elected
president:
•Mhn Tyler, April o, |sii Millard Fillmore. July
I''. I SAt i; Andrew Johnson. April I A, I sob Chester
A Arthur. Sept In. 1S8I
If is understood that the members of the Cabinet
Thursday formally tendered their resignations, and
that pending action upon the same they have been
rc
nested to remain at the beads of their respect
ivc departments.
The venerable Hannibal Hamlin says of Arthur’s
inaugural “It is an admirable address. He says
The country will
just enough and not too much
like it
lie’s going to he President of the Fnited
Stab s and not the leader of a faction.
An extra

from every quarter of tin- c.-untry iu
universal observance of the day and I in*
general suspension of business .Memorial services
H«*re held in every city, town and village in the
I nion. and in the
huger cities greater emphasis
hms given to the solemnity oftlc* occasion V ever*
Award manifestation of grief and sorrow
The
t••'line of bells aud nriug of cannon were aluio>t
:i iversal.
In many localities funeral services wete
field at the same time at which they were held in
( lev eland and the most dist nguished < itizens
par
At St
Louis.
i.iiati. New<hdeans.
cipated
«
hicago. Huflalo and other cities the exercises m
itided imposing street parades
In tin- South the
observance of the day was universal,
lleporis
from almost every city in
n* >outh state that
no
.eh gatherings have ever been known as those
which assembled Monday to do honor to the
Ml over Kurope
memory of the illustrious dead
b*-\ were manifestations of sorrow, and indeed the
was
universal.
mourning
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Southern citic.- vie with the North in muni testa
ions of sorrow.
An Havana dispatch says the death of President
(iartield is much deplored there.
In Washington the crowd to view the President's
remains passe- the bier by actual count 7s each
minute.
The London Times of Sept. -1st had eleven
columns of news regarding President Oarfield's
death surrounded with mourning borders.
The mourning decorations on the New York
Post Office cost >'-000. The amount is paid by
subscription among the officials and clerks in the

building.

<
yrus W Field will place a memorial window to
the late President in the chapel ot Williams Fol
lege, W illiamstown. Mass of which (iartield was
a

graduate.
It is

proposed that there he
cent subscription to erect

five
ument over

a
a

national twenty-

magnificent

mon-

the remains of President < iariiel.i.
'The result of the autopsy excites a great seusa
turn in Washington, agreeing as it does in
respect
to the location ol the bullet with the
predictions
<t a prominent surgeon of that
made
three
city
weeks ago.
ne extern ui me decorations at w
asmngton can
be judged from the fact that the government
bought in all ninety thousand yards, or about sixty*
mdes of mourning cloth for the decorations of the
public buildings. Eleven thousand yards were
used in the drapery of the eapitol.
Savs a Washington physician of the President's
wound: “The blood poisoning was undoubtedly
caused by the fractured spongy tissues of the bone,
and the wound, judged iu the light of the autopsy,
was almost
necessarily mortal. The astonishing
thing is that the patient lived so long.
President Garfield was a little more than six
months in oflice. and nearly three of those were
passed by him on a bed of suffering The country's
highest honors brought him little but misery, save
the love, respect and
sympathy of a whole people.
Ease and comfort he had none.
Action relative to the death of President Garfield
has been taken by Americans residents abroad or
travelling in foreign countries. A meeting was
held in Paris at which Minister Morton presided
and ex Governor Hoffman delivered an address.
Meetings were held iu Vienna and other cities
The London t'oinmou Council passed resolutions
of regret, and the Stock
Exchange Committee decided to close the Exchange after one o'clock on

Monday.

ot

Maine
N
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M

session
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The decorating of the .State House at Augusta
completed Thursday Over tlie dome flutters
the national ensign, with a broad Hinge of black
around it. v\ bile the cupola is w rcatin d with black
mid v\! 111«- era i>
Tin- ! a cade ol tie ediliis heu
\'l> test<»oned wi h s!reamers, black and white,
a loch tu iue around the massive
e
it
gran
pi .ia: s
Tin- euseuitile exteaior of '.lie eapitol f< ini:> a spec
taide of sombre beauty and vividly brings to mind
the occasion for this insignia of grief
Over the
entrance to the rotunda is a tine portrait of President <iartield bordered with crape, with the American 11 ag arranged underneath concealing the bottom of the picture.
Above the portrait is the
memorable quotation. Miod reigns and the government at Washington still lives."
The rotunda is
heavily draped with streamers ot black and white
In
front
of
of
the
south
case
tattered batrape
tle tlags is another
portrait of (iartield surrounded
by a banner with silver stars, Heneath the like
ness ot the dead President are the immortal lines
tr 'in Shakespeare,
Ills life was gentle: the ele
meiits so mixed in him that nature might stand
op and sav to all the world this is a man
Monday was generally observed throughout the
State as a day of mourning.
Places of business
were closed and memorial
meetings held. The
Fraud Army Posts draped their altars in mourning and officers will wear the customary badge of
On parade the colors
mourning for thirty days
are draped and comrades wear
crape on the left
w

the reading of this address by the Presi
'lent. .Secretary Maine stepped forward and grasp
ed the President’s hand, and after him other mem
hors of the Cabinet and others present shook
hands with tlu President
Ex President Hayes
arrived at the eapitol soon after the ceremony of
’••‘king the oath was concluded and in company
with Cen Craut shortly afterwards left the
capi’
tol.
Alter

lliellt.

#

INAUGURATED IN WASHINGTON THURSDAY—HIS INAUGURAL ADDRESS

Prom all parts of Europe messages of sympathy
with Mrs. Garfield and the American people are
continually pouring in. Queo Victoria's Court has
The Emperor and
gone into mourning for a week
ami Empress of Germany have sent expressions of
condolence.
The geographers at Venice have
A meeting of
passed appropriate resolutions.
Americans iu London was held. Prominent citi
zens of Liverpool held a
and
meeting
adopted re
solutions, 'fhe tone of the European press is es
pecially friendly to tin* Cnited States, while criti
cal of some of the features of our political system.
A very interesting statement is ajthorized by
Dr. Hamilton iu which lie says, after reviewing the
results of the autopsy, that there were no means
of knowing where the ball lodged : that it was com
pletely encysted, and its presence in the locality
where it was fouud was not the immediate cause
of death ; that had there been other lesion it might
have been carried for many years without causing
death or oven inconvenience : that it could not possibly have been reached and recognized by any
form of surgical probe: and that death would have
been the immediate and inevitable result of any
attempt to remove it.
When Dr. lllisa writes his history of the case of
President Garfield, he will have to set down an
extraordinary series of misapprehensions The
autopsy Tuesday afternoon showed that the liver
was not
injured, that the spinal column was shat
tered, that the ball was encysted behind the peri
toneum and near the spine, that the long
pus
channel was not the track of the ball, that there
was no abscess on the luugs and no clot in the heart
Whether the treatment could have been better is
a question for professional
judgment; but it isevi
dent that the facts in the case were never for a
moment correctly apprehended by the
surgeous
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Planted uud Miss Mabel F Hill ot Fxeter
united in marriage in Kxetcr, on Tuesday last
com* to the White Mountains mu bridal

i have
tour

Tne grand jury for Kuox county linished its ses
at Rockland Saturday, and reported
twenty
indictments. Three indictments were found against
Fharlcs W. H Smith, for the murder of his infant
son and
mother in-law, and Ralph R Richards
and Fdward F. (irose, for the murder of Willie
Fain ot Rockport. Two persons were indicted for
illegal voting at the last spring election, and six
young men ot Rockland, for subsequently rescuing
one of these persons from the custody ot the constable.
Z. A Hilbert, of Turner, has been elected one of
the Vice Presidents of the American Homological
sra.

Society.
L'uite large crops of aftermath have been secured

by

farmers in the vicinity of Houlton.
The Aroostook starch factories have begun oper
at ions.
It is s.t.d Huv. Plaisted will call a special session
of the Legislature this winter.
The Bridgton News says that the Maine factor
ies alone will put up ten million cans of corn this
Maine has abundant reason lor gratitude to
year
the inventor of the system of canning one of her
chief farm products.
F. Farr, of Hastle Hill. Aroostook Ho., secured
from 10 colonies of bees the present season, seven
hundred and thirty-one lbs. of surplus honey and
increased
swarms.
The < arey concert iu Portland last week was at
tended by over two thousand people
Miss Carey
sang magnificently,but the Advertiser says she was
not greeted with the usual enthusiasm.*
A special meeting will be held at the
library of
the Maine Historical Society, in Portland on the
B»th of November, for the* reception ot papers
An interesting report of the held
day excursion
is expected, and will doubtless occasion a thorough
diM ussion of Weymouth’s exploration in
The annual meeting of the Maine State Confer
cnee of tlie Fmtarian churches held iu Kllsworth
adjourned Thursday, after an interesting session ot
three days
There were about one hundred and
fifty present. The following officers were elected
Hon .Joseph Dane of Keunebunk, President; Heo.
F. Talbot of Portland, Vice President; Rev. C. C.
\ inal, Keunebunk.
Secretary. The sermon on
Tuesday evening was delivered by Prof. Peabody
of Cambridge.
Wednesday morning an essay by
Rev. W R Alger of Boston, on the distinctive
work of liberal Christians
Various subjects were
discussed.
isicKiuore, ot iiangur, lias died ot
injuries received by being stiuek in the bead by a
windlass sweep while moving a building.
The Watervilie Sentinel is now published by the
Walerville Printing Company. K 0. Robinson and
if. ti. Bobbins, proprietors.
The trial of Benjamin and Wallace Chadbourne
for the murder of Alvin Watson ou June -JC.th, in
Parkuian. Piscataquis county, is now in progress
ill Hover
J udgo symonds presides.
During the thunder storm of Friday last build
ings were struck by lightning in Portland, Buck
port. Vassalboro. Biddetord, Saco, and Buxton
The HIth annual session of the Penobscot Musical
Convention and Singers' Festival will be held in
li. I SSI, in N'orombega
Bangor, October :i. 1.
Ball. Prof. II. S Perkins, of Chicago, 111..conduct
or, assisted in the matinees and concerts by Mrs
X. P Loach, of Montreal, soprano, and Miss K11 a
Chamberlin, ol Boston, pianist, with remarkable
whistling accompaniment,and other ladies and gen
tiemen of the Association, comprising excellent
home talent.
F. S. Davenport, Pianist
The seventh annual convention of the Women's
Christian Temperance I'uion meet in Lewiston
Thursday. Seventy live delegates were present
Annual reports of officers wero made
Thursday
evening and addresses delivered by members of the
convention and temperance workers of Lewiston.
Friday the following officers were elected : Prosi
den’. Mrs. I. M. X". Stevens, of Stroud water; Cor
responding Secretary, Mrs C. C Hunt,of Augusta;
Recording Secretary, Miss Clara Kara ell, of Rock
land Treasurer, Mrs 11 X. Jones, of Wiuthrop.
Friday evening Miss Francis Willard, of Illinois,
President of the National I'uion addressed the
convention.
vir
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engineer Irvin Johnson, of Steamer Mt. Desert,
bad liia head struck by the walktug beam and had
ly injured ou the trip from Sullivan to Bar Harbor,

Wednesday morning,

-’1st iust
The wound was
dressed and Johnson taken to Rockland
His re
covery is doubtful.
The race for horses that never heat
HU at the
Cornish lair resulted as follows
Horses entered.
Lydia M Ceneral (irant, C. H. Cole and Midnight.
Lydia M won the race in three straight heats:
time, U. 11, U -10,. UHti
Midnight took second
money and C. II. Cole third. Lydia M. was too
much of a horse for the other racers
Prizes—1st
:

Ud, J'A'i; Hd, $1(1

The races 011 Machias Park ou the Hist inst,
drew a large crowd of people. The receipts were
more than last year.
Seward 11 Hill’s horse, Will
ter, of Calais, won lirst money 111 the sweepstakes.
Best time, Hil The show was fair and races a success.

Judge Seth May,
a long illness.

of Auburn, died Sept. UOtli,
As lawyer, judge and citizeu,
lie leaves an enviable record.
The will of the late Justice Clifford was probated last week. It gives his law library in equal
shares to his three soils, and the residue of his
properly lo Ins wife.
Hood horses are in demand and eoiiimaud good
prices A Lewiston firm is buying largely for ship
ment to New York.
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t ire

lively displaced.

tn-ate

Arthur.

I.l.Y

Washing ion. Sept. iti. President Arthur took
oath of office in the marble room at the capitol this morning in the presence of the Cabinet,
Justices of the Supreme Court and a few Senators
and Members of the House of Representatives,
all who could be notified this morning in time to
be present. Also (Jens. Shermans and Grant, Rear
Admiral Nichols, Hon. Hannibal Hamlin, General
Real and a tew others.
Forty people in all were
present at the time the oath was administered.
This step was taken after a conference had been
hold about an hour since between the President.
Secretary Rlaiue and the Attorney General.
\ erv tew oeople knew that the oath was to be
administered until the ceremony was over. The
President and members of the Cabinet had assem
bltd ill the marble room before PJ o'clock. A few
minutes before PJ Chief Justice Waite in hit full
robes of office, accompanied by the Associate Jus
tices, proceeded from the Supreme Court room
into the marble room The doors were immediately closed, and without any formality President
Arthur arose, and standing upon one side of the
centre table with Chief Justice Waite on the other,
took the oath of office.
The President's manner
was calm and composed, and his response, "So help
me. God." was in firm tones and without atiemor

The remains ot President Gartield were convey
ed from Pong Branch to Washington Wednesday,
■*t last week, and on arrival in the afternoon oi
that day were laid in State in the rotunda ot the
Capitol. The building was elaborately draped.
Along the railroad route great crowds gathered
ami silently testified to their respect, laborers on
the roadside uncovered and bowed their heads,
tlowers were thrown in front ot the train and every
possible mark of grief, reverence and affection was

Thursday the it mains of the Kite Pres it lent were
lying in slate in the rotunda of the Capitol during
the day and viewed by thousands ofmeu and women.
The tloral decorations were beautiful, and
At
among them was one from Queen Victoria
six o'clock the casket was closed
by order of the
of
not
to
be
v
State,
to
iew
Secretary
again
exposed
The family visited the rotunda, which was entirely cleared tor the occasion, about half past
eleven Friday morning A little procession emerged from the Vice President's room and passing
around through the east-end corridor proceeded in
the following order: Sergeant at-arms Bright lead
Then followed Mrs. Garfield, leaning upon
iug.
the arm ot General Swaim, Harry Garfield" Mol lie
G.utield and Miss Rockwell, Colonel and Mrs.
Rockwell and Attorney General Me\ ..ugh and Mrs.
iSwaim. Not a sound was heard save the soft pat
tering of the feet upon the marble floor, as the
little company, robed in garments of deepest
mourning, passed silentlv on to mingle their tears
and pay the last earthly tribute over tl.e casket
which concealed from view the form and features
»t the dearly loved husband, father and friend,
'.•'ter remaining about *J<» minutes in the rotunda,
they returned quietly and with the same privacy,
entered the carriages and returned to the residence
of the Attorney General.
At the funeral of President Garfield at theCapitol. Friday afternoon. Rev.
Hr Rankin read the Scriptural selectior..-, and Rev.
1».
Israel Krrett offered the lirst prayer, after
which Rev. F H. Powers, of Vermont Avenue
Christian Church, of which President Garfield was
a
member, delivered a feeling address
Prayer
vs then offered
by Rev .1. G. Butler This closed
the religious services: when the casket was on
veyed to the ears, followed by the mourners and
muons public bodies in
procession.
The first section of the funeral train, containing
the casket. General Garlield's family and hear
::i'-nds. left Washington at ■> !•’>
The soon ! seeii"’.'
con laming Senators.
Kepreseutativcs and
others, followed ten minutes later.
The funeral train bearing the body of tin* late
l'r. sidenl arrived at Cleveland at halt past one IV
M Saturday. Manifestations of profound sympathy wore made at the various centres of popt.la
11*»u all along the line, civic aud other orgainz
'ions and thousands of
people standing in reverent
< >n arrival the remains
silence as the train passed.
Here carried to Monumental
square, when they
were placed on the
catafalque beneath the temporary pavilion erected for the purpose. The re
mams laid in slate in the principal public
square
oi Cleveland
Saturday and were visited by an im
mense number of people from all sections of the
oiintry. delegations—Masonic, civic and military
from all over the Cnion were pouring into the
f> all day to attend the funeral Monday
<» ir
space is inadequate to do justice this week
to the
reports of the sail rites at Cleveland <»n
Monday last impressive obsequies were held in tingreat pavilion, iu which were gathered a large
mihcr of distinguished people. The eulogy was
pronounced by Kev Isaac Lrrett. The funeral
procession was seven miles loug aid numbered
aland to.ooo people. Two hundred and titty thou
-md persons witnessed the solemn t ageunt.
I>i.i*
:g he services Mrs. (iartield maintained the mar
vel« is self-possession which has distinginslied her
during all her heavy allliction. Only once she
:■; oke down, and that but for a moment: hut her
.tininess must iu no sense he mistaken for stoic
isin.
There are those who fear an alarming rear
and collapse wlu-u the fearful strain of exeiUucijt :s removed, and she is no longer called upon
’o set ail
example of resignation to others who
have not obedient nerves. The aged mother of
f
c
late President is much broken ’own. She
leaned heavily upon the arms of her escort, and
•luring the services sobbed and moaned pit
eotisly Hut there is no more heart-broken mem
:>er ot
the family than the President's brother
Thomas
lie has the strong, sympathetic nature
• Mineral (iartield had in iifc. and his
grief is beyond
all control.
'The President s sou .lanu-sewho most
resembles the President in character of all the
children, is also greatly grieved, and never quits
the side of his grandmother, whom he endeavors to
*
-insole as best he can. lie and lieneral Swaim
Here *he oid lady’s escort to and from the carriage
Miss Mollle. the President's daughter, and Harry,
the oldest, tried bravely to master their emotion.
•it broke down sadly at times.
The remains were deposited n tin* public vault
Like View < euicterv to remain until the ar.•.ngeiiieu»s are completed for their linai inter
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The

elected .James
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A. (iarlield President of the I'nited States
eleeted Chester A. Arthur to the Vice

Presidency. Through calamity which
all deplore, and none we are eonlideut
more than he, Mr. Artlnu has succeeded
to the Presidency : and to-day as Presia

dent «>f the I'nited States he is entitled
to the loyal support of all citizens.
1 lur-

ing President tSartield's long and painful
struggle for existence Mr. Arthur's hearthat of

Christian gentleman

ing

was

and

for him the respect and sympaof the American people. That his

a

won

thy
grief

for the loss of his chief u as unfeign
ed, and that he reluctantly assumed the

high responsibilities thrust upon him
through the instrumentality of the assassin’s bullet,cannot he doubted. That “he
will quietly take up the reins as they fell

from ifeneral

irfleld's hands" is getter
ally
popular endorsement
of the (iarlield administration lias indiC

believed,

the

cated to President Arthur in which direction honor lies, and that he will closely
follow the path laid down by his predecessor is the unanimous
testimony of Mr.
Arthur's friends and advisers.

The fol-

lowing brief'sketch of the

new President
will be found of interest at this time

neater A
tlie town of
<

born October.* !x:t<i. in
Fairfield. Franklin county. Vermont
Arthur

<

ability.

the close oft.overuor Morgan?. term, (ieueral
Arthur returned to the practice of the law. In |x; |
President (irant nominated Mr. Arthur as collector
of the port ot New York, and four years afterward
renominated him. an honor which had never been
shown to any previous collector in the history of
the port.
In lx;x a difference arose between
President Hayes and ti**neral Arthur, in regard to
tin- interpretation <*f tin- civil service older forbid
ding government otli.-ials from actively participat
President Haves removed
iug in political work
Mr Arthur for alleged violation of tIns order, al
though he took occasion to testify to the puntvof
his official acts.
In IH.su, Mr. Arthur was nominated at
Phicago
as the Kepublican candidate for Vice President,
and was elected with (len. (larliehl as President

The part of J»ollast in the national pageantry of mourning on Monday last was
creditable to the

city,

and the

day

will

be held in sorrowful remembrance

lung
by her

citizens.
were

The outward emblems of grief
merely suggestive of the deep grief

which

pervaded all hearts. Business was
entirely suspended and in the streets a
Sabbath day silence prevailed. The memorial meeting
no

more

largeh attended and
audience ever assem-

was

reverent

bled within the walls of any sacred edifice.

The

where,

services, iuietiy

were

character.

of
To

What has been said concerning the relacity and the railroad

tions between the

company, though interesting, is

outlined else-

solemn and

a

Monday

last

impressive
may he fitly

not spe-

cially important at this time. We know
of no reason why this matter should have
been brought into the controversy unless
to arouse a feeling sure to embarrass if'
not defeat the proposed refunding of the
“Tax Payer" arcity's indebtedness.
raigned the preferred stockholders of the
railroad for a series of acts alleged to be
prejudicial to the interests of the city ; and
on this groundupposed the
placing of the
city's railroad stock in the hands of trustees as security for the new bonds.
Hut
“Fair Play" has shown conclusively that
the acts complained of were those of the
city authorities and that they were ratified
by the popular vote. This explanation
furnishes the strongest possible argument
in favor of the plan for refunding first
proposed, and against using the city's infootball in each

as a

succeeding spring
issue raised by Tax Payer and his associates, refunding would now he in progress.
Delays are dangerous, and it is
doubtful il the work could now be begun
election.

Hut for the

and carried out with such assured prospects of success as before this controversy
The real taxpayers, those who
welfare of the city at heart,

arose.

have the
have,

think, good

w e

cause for

complaint

upon which this has been done has
weight w hatever. The city's interests
safe in the hands of trustees,

as

instructed,
of

they

as

no

the words ot .lames A. (tarlield
the lirst anniversary of the assassina-

The Portland Advertiser took Our George to
task for saying that Lewiston is “the only city
where the State fair

over

paid."

and then went

on

say that the State Vgricultural Society, after los
iug money by holding its show in the back towns,

to

had to come to Portland to

replenish its treasure
Kennebec Journal states however, alter an
interview with the Treasurer of the Society, that

The

debt of £o.ti:M.7-l
the loss in one year
a

was

contracted in Portland,

being nearly Sl.tMHi,

while the

fairs held in Augusta and Lewiston have been pro
titable. The hack towns have been heard from
We

the lirst page a communication
publish
Irorn “Tax Payer," held over from our last issue,
with certain sentences eliminated which bore no

are

sion in
to

columns may very properly be brought
close.
Both sides to the controversy have

a

had

our

hearing

a

and

we

hope

now

that

an

under

standing may he arrived at which will enable the
work of refunding to be successfully carried on.
The Savannah, Ge< >rgm, M orning News, a
leading
exponent of Southern opinion, says of President
Arthur: "The delicacy of his position challenges
the fair judgment of his countrymen. It is with
linn to make his administration worthy of the con
tidence and support of the people of all sections of
the Union. Until lie forfeits that confidence and

support, it will be

cheerfully accorded to him by
every true patriot North and South."

would be in the hands

would be
tion

no

ol any

security at all in the
capitalist or bank in

estimathis

or

any other country. The course advocated
by Tax Payer" is fitly illustrated by the
table in which a dog crossing a stream
••

with

of meat in his mouth

piece

a

the retlection of the meat in

sees

the water.

the substance he attempts to
seize the shadow and so loses his dinner.
The attacks made upon our local banks

Propping

both

arc

when

unjust and unwise.
reach the

we

utopian

era

Perhaps
pictured

by demagogues such iustitutionsus banks
will be

unknown: but at

present their

evident as to call for no
argument in their behalf. The wry people who now denounce the banks for not
useiulness is

so

loaning money

on

insullicient

•urity

sc

would be foremost in abuse of the bank

officers, if. through accepting such

seem

the money <11 depositors should he
These illieers, as the custodians of

ity,
lost.

piivate and corporation funds, are re
sponsible [o then depositors, and no one
could wish their trusts less sacredly re
garded. The fact that the banks refused
to lake any ol the original railroad bonds,
so far from
reilecting upon them, is very
much to their credit.
The history of
ninety-nine out of every one hundred
railroad enterprises in this country shows
that

the original subscribers have lost
every cent inv ested. Railroad enterprises,
with

rare

exceptions,

and

speculative,

are

well conducted bank engages in speculations.
To regard a bank as a close

no

corporation, ha\ing interests apart from
and prejudicial to the community
in
which it is established, is a popular error,
fostered by unscrupulous persons to further their

ends.

own

lind its

Such

a

In point
gone.
ol fact the great hulk of the capital controlled by the banks is furnished by the

soon

occupation

and it is

depositors,

by investing

funds that the banks
interest
Hut

their

on

their

enabled to pay

are

deposits.

for argument’s sake, the
truth of all that Inis or can be said against
the

admitting,

banks,

is

it

asking rather too
much to ask the public to believe that
these institutions would deliberately sacrilice their own interests, without the
slightest apparent or conceivable motive
for so doing.
It is no secret that both of
banks have,

our

not

control, money seekIf they buy government

or

ing investment.

four per cent, bonds they must pay for
them a premium of from hi to 17 per
cent, -equivalent to the loss of four years
interest.

Would

take

their cash resources and still draw four

per cent, on their bonds. To suppose
that tile banks would forego these substantial

advantages without good cause
height of absurdity. They only
ask that the security shall be sufficient,
and this is a request they have the light
to make, and which it is their
duty to
is

the

make; and which is

or

should he

a

dition

con-

precedent to the investment
by them.
If, as has been shown, it is for the

of

funds held

in-

terest of the hanks that

the

movement should

it is even more

succeed,

refunding

for the tax payers, individually and
collectively. 'I’lie *100,000 the local banks
so

are

understood to he

new

the

bonds not

city

hut is

ready to invest m the
only represents a saving to

in interest of

per annum,

guarantee to outside corporations
and to private capitalists that these bonds
are a sale investment.
Without such endorsement it would he folly to expend a
a

cent in what must prove a futile

at

refunding.
Mayor
fully justilied in taking

attempt

Woodcock

was

this view of the

matter, and deserves commendation for

end

abandoned here.

Garfield,

which were Republican and which
Democratic newspapers.

The Lewiston Gazette, in commenting on the reports on the state Fair says—
We were very sorry we missed
seeing “Our
George,” of the Republican Journal, whose writ
ings, to our mind, stand in tin* very front rank with
American fun makers. If lie is half as entertaining
as his articles we should
certainly have killed the
fatted calf for him (if any of our de)in<|iicnt» had
happened to have brought one in), ( all again,
George, and we will set up the cigars and show von
the falls from our back window.

Tho Mechanics fair which opened in Boston
tho lath will continue through October. A lino

on

building

recently completed by the Mass
aclmsetts Charitable Mechanic Association, and
this, their 14th exhibition, is said to he one of the
most uiterestingever held. The mechanical exhibits
arc very large, and the
display of tine goods of tho
greatest merit The art department is peculiarly
valuable, only good pictures being shown, nud
new

was

those in excellent numbers.

alter

The Massachusetts Republican State Convention
Sept. *Jlth in Worcester. The attendance
was large.
The chief topic of conversation was
the death of President Garfield, which cast its
shadow over the convention
Gov. Long and the
entirestate ticket were renominated byacclamation.
Hon Thomas B. Reed, of Maine, by iucitation, ad
dressed the convention
met

on

notice—

recommendations of President
Arthur, and the general desire of the people that
their heartfelt sorrow at the death of President
(iarlleld may lind lilting public expression, 1 request that all places of business in this city may he
closed on Monday next, from 11 M. to l o'clock i*. \i.
A public meeting will l*e held in I lay ford Hall at 1
o’clock r. m., at which there will lie singing, prayer,
and addresses by the clergy and others.
M. P. Woiiin'ony Mayor of Belfast.

Monday morning opened warm and bright, in this
vicinity, as if nature wished to favor the American
people in the sad duty of the hour. The people of 1
yers. Mr. Wallace was wrong in asserting that
this city were astir early and were employed in flee- :
this was the only ease in which Gen. Garfield ap
orating in appropriate mourning their dwellings j
pcared as a lawyer, for he was afterwards engaged
and places«>f businr
More dwellings would have
in many eases of greater or less note, lint it is true
been pla<v 1 in mourning con hi the goods have been
that he will he known in history a- a statesman, and
:
but
of
black
sale
in
procured
every yard
goods for
not as a lawyer.
this city was di q»o>cd ol i nig before the demand
*'ol. W. II. Fogler, as the representative of the
was supplied. < >f the de 'O atiniis in general it may
Grand Arm\ of the Republic, discussed the mili
he ai l that they were characterized by good taste,
tary service- of Gen. Garlicld. Alter some eloquent
and in soup* in -Line
were very elfeclivc.
Only introductory remarks belitling the occasion, the
tin- prescribed black and white were used.
We
speaker said there wa n<> pel i.. I <•!' Ptv-blent Gar
mention briefly tti
most noticeable
field’s life which did not challenge our admiration.
i'!

tit: vi if).\s.

Hi-

militurv career was comparatively brief.
Though but an ind lent it had no unimportant part,
however, in developing hi- career a- a man. I’his
with othei experiences went to make tip the char
aeter of him whose loss we so deeply feel.
\o
doubt hi- military service- were long enough for
his and his country’- sake, and helped to tit him
for the wider sphere opened to him.
lie entered
public life with all hi early a-pi ration- unci mug.-. |,
u liiclt might not have been the ca -e had lie emit in

Beginning at tin* bead of Main street lirst comes
the(.'ustoin Ibmscaml Po.-t oilicc. The baleonv over
the main entrance to the Post-oNic; was festoon
<•1 in black ami white, looped with bows ami
streamers,

similar l'c-l

and

urns

long

streamers

suspended fr>»m the eaves in front. 'I’lie
lag, hea\ily trimmed in Mark, lb cited at

were

\ineri«Mn
nan ma-i

o

\ er all.

in

vestibule

llie

Hit* Post of-

oi

'mug a piet nr.* of < .arlirld. < »ne front xx imlow
of Aldeu 1>. Chase's stmt* was dressed in plain
black, tin* oilier in plain white, with a picture of
(iariiehl. ami Ihe motto -“Hod reign-, ami the g<»\
lice

ernment still live-.

l’lie baleonx

the American House

to

entwined

were

scription.

the enframe

over

goods of the

with

the baleon

In the centre "f

letter “if." appropriately drapwas decorated in a

and in the other iln*

ed.

Woodcock

A

I

Son’s store

Our

Boston commu-

nications

by water and rail, are so easy that a good
many of our people will no doubt avail themselves
of the opportunity of visiting this interesting exhibition.
General Garfield's mother has been
years.

fifty

American ilag .it half ma-t.

a

al-•>

H.

widow for

less

mm*•• or

I'orbeil, II

Purges-,

W.

CliM’ord, \rno|d Harris, A. C.
Ii. <
Hilton, Sidney Kalisli

sleeper,

s

and I i. J. M wi.son A Co.
II

ion

city

wa

s

display

The line-t

ritr.i: r.

in 111*•

whole

good- -tore,
in the left hand front window w.i- an altar mi the
top of which wa- a pillow decorated with beautiful
Mower-, sii-pended above this \\ a-a dove and an
at ! I

II. .!■ >!m-on A

e\i|iii-itel\ arr,ing'*d Moral

dr\

1 o's

a

set off

wa-

Ilervey,

(o

Pms., I> I.

\V

iWell-,

o.

1\

W.

i\ v.

Palmer

II

M. Priest.

white eambrie

and

The residence

story
bronzed east iron eagle sat
trance t•
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Sear-port cornet, hand escorted the Ma
sonic hotly tit the Methodist ehureli where a memo
rial service was held and a very beaut it ill *li-e<uir-e
delivered by Uev. 15. It. Merrill. The church was
very tastefully amt appropriately draped and tin*
altar decked with Moral otic ring-.
The c\ercisekind «>t'

with tin*

that Hie chief magistrate of the city should preside.
He w ould, therefore, without railing for a formal
vote, invite Mayor Woodcock to the chair. Tin-

Reading of (General order from Den.
Deo. S. Merrill, Commander in Chief
\. R.. anthem hy the choir 'i’liy will he done, Hamburg!, by
the Band. Reading of scripture ami prayer by Res.
K. •). Haley.
Singing, “Nearer, My Cod, tit Thee."
Sermon by Uev. B. It. Merrill. Singing* “Jesus,
Lover of iuy Soul." Ileneilielion by Rev. ,Mr. Aler
rill. The Masonic body and Po-t amid Liu tolling
eonsisted of

Mayor thereupon assumed the duties of the posi
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patriots through hisillustriousevimplr. Tin- ehoir
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lian life and character of the deceased ehief magis J was draped in black and while. On a small table
lb- took occasion to sav that while Mr. War
trale.
;| in front,also covered with« black, stood a picture of
Held had never, as coniinonlv reported, been rngag
tin* President bung with rape and surmounted by
ed ill 1 lie mini-try, lie Imd all tile i|iialil!raliims for
an elegant wreath of white Mowers and on each
that position, lie was a Christian man. The re ,j side a cross of the same. The recess in the rear of
marks of Mr. Po-swere interspersed willi i 11 list
the pulpit was festooned with Mags appropriately
live incidents in the life of (iarlield,
trimmed and looped with hlaek, and from the ecu
showing tindeep religious spirit mid simple hemtedness of (lie
tre was suspended another large portrait and di
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A < aliforuia Iruit grower will pick two hut dv 1
and titt y thousand boxes ot raisin- this \ car

Canadian turkeys are getting ripe.
The Dmo
mion has its Thanksgiving on the doth <>t October
The Republican State convention ot' Wisconsin
nominated General.) M. Rusk for liovcnim, <>ti
he sixth formal ballot.
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The Charleston News and Courier attributes the
success in Maine partly to < i• u>• a! Han
cock's letter to Governor Plaisted

republican

The Methodist Kcumenieal council in l.omion
(dosed on the ‘Jlst. The meeting ot the next conn
eil in America in ISS7, was authorized
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recti}’ over it an arch bearing tlie motto in black
Mr A. II. Kelley, to whom was assigned the
duty j and white letters, “Dod still reigns and tin* gov ern
ol
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speaking
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of (iarlield in obtaining an education ;
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vant of Dod well done," and the lost hymn com
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nieneing “To Thee, O Dod, when creatures fail."
When he received (lie fatal bullet, President liarj The discourse was eloquent, patriotic and deeply
Held was on Ids way to attend a meeting of the
j touching. The following are the closing word-:
American Institute of Kduealion, and during all
[ To-day I see a procession of Mftv million people
Ids public life lie was a student, deriving great
inarching round the continent to the heat of muMled
pleasure from comparing the various editions and ! drums. They come arm in arm. Protestant and
translations »>t the poems of his favorite Katin j Catholic, two and two. Republican and Democrat,
witli

two

and two.
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The life of the late President Mr,
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inch In-

kind, sympathetic heart, broad wisdom
and sturdy administrative power, will deserve, I
believe, M' they ecrtainlv should receive, in tin*
ditlieult and delicate position he occupies, tin* un
doubting eonlidenre and generoU' support of bis

Seth iMilliken, I'nl. \\ II Poglcr, Mr.
Wallace, I minty Attorney,and Mr. \. II. Kid
ley, Principal id' the Hoi fast High School. fo|.
K.tgler called the meeting to order—if tin* usual
term i- permissible M hen applied to sodeeorous an
assemhlage, lironglil together by a unity of sympa
thy and of sorrow -and after brief remarks suited
to the invasion said il was lining, at such a time,

author. Horace.
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Moi,.la\ at J o'clock
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the city government to change the
the highc'l seat of temporal honor our nobl.-'l of
disposal of the railroad rental, and I airaigi.edit
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-peaker. Mr. Milliken
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same
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sad in'tanco, though
any vile hand may lav the President |ow,io a
sassinean murder the republic. < )ur great and good
chief magistrate dies in the prime of his lav ', in
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carried t<> the balcony rail at the four corners of the
hall. Phc gallery was festooned in black and
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wen* the immortal w ords of Hen. (iarlield,
reigns and the government -till lives." lulhe
centre of the arch wa- a large portrait of the late
President, beautifully draped in black and white,
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reeiprocates by acknowledging
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“The righteous-hull
in ever i-t
remembrance." hi the afternoon K. v
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Wentworth preachetl upon the aim- -iil.i.-et n
l’salm-Thin, “lie -till md know that I n
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r-alm- 11

distinguished -er\ietvs of .lame- A. ‘.ariield.
t" the I’re-idcnt as a politician. Mr. M.
IWhen the man-ion \xa- demolis|n*.| these
combatted the popular error that a politician must
igh were di p *-ed of, and one of them became j be a bad man. lie -aid it
take- a ..I man to make
the prop.-rt;. * t Iln* publi- In
of [ hr .Journal.
11 on.
a good politician,
-lame- A. ‘.ariield wa- Hie be-t
W <
Marshall’ house de-erx rs parii<*iilar nn*ntion.
typeof a politician because be wa- thebc-t t> pe of a
Iln portico o\rr tin* front door wa- haml-oniel*.
man.
The -peaker -aid lie had met Imt few men
trimmed w ith fabrics ami Mags, and was surmount
foolish enough to dispute the fact that lr-nn tir-t l>>
« d I in a
\t tin* south end of the
large gilded eagle.
last the < oudle t of dame- \ .ariield wa lvgu !at I
street fin* lions,.- m
Haniel Faunee ami llirani
b\ a .strict regard for principle,
lie wa- .1 philoso
chase w*tc tin* only ones trimmeil. The front of
pher. lie was a confiding man. lie wa- free li-mi
the former's re-idem e was profusely decorated in
icalon-v. And above all lie bad faith in the ..pie
black ami white. From tin* gable depended stream
in their patriotism. This faith made him the \cr\
er- which radiated to the portico oxer the front
opposite of a demagogue. He nes er wavetvd from
door and to the ba> window, oth «»t which were
principle lor any temporary advantage. The-peak
draped in mourning. «► x * *i* the frontdoor xva-the
t
here
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press, its power and influence, the
that its great power wa- recognized by
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ami one colt.
J. D. Tucker, Belfast, one coop white Brahma
chicken-.
Dr. Clough and Nelson, oi Liberty, om*
Norman tallion s,»\cn \ears old, ^ oung Duke, ami
White < loml, sane bree*l and age*,
flu se -tallion
are very heavy draught Imr- -, combining strength
and
for
all kind- *1
peed, parti**ularl> adapted
iarm work a- well ;t- « arnage animal-.
L. M
< arlcr, .M*»nlv ille, nrood man- ami one eolt.
( lai
no- II urd, l.i■•*• iay, t!ir«•*• \« ars
Id gelding.
Wm
\\ bilelum-**. I.
i'ty, three '.ear- old mar**. I aim
M*mr
*.*. pair
Higgins,
breeding man's and eolt.
I man- in I eolt,
Bmp. I .am!. Sai-imm!, om* t i.
Ml the abo\
ar*- after Dr. ( lough’s -laIIion "i min
Duke and are \er> ppmii-inganimal-. Dr. ( lough.
Libert
Uiarle- A. Pipe!, IkHa-t. om
eight pig
buck and two !•*••■ i.
u-i‘;ir Mbm wood, Bohm-nt.
m<* year
Id cop ami i>r-*- *1 mare.
Mmiu 1 Millei
•>eai'immt.-ulk\ plow and Meadow King >!••*•.■•
Tli. -ii Iky plow, w Im hi .ailed tin* g real «*-i mo .-it
in agriculture. attract.ii nim-b attention
I*
Bit* her. Bella t,nur-er\
I
M Bliss, I .in* in \ 11 i*
Wari’i**r ncwei ami two oop- * t fowl-. Kalpn
* r. -s,
w
1;,iMorrill, om* eo*.p of t**wl- I
Liue*>lnvill«‘, one i'oop of fowls. F. >. Shuman.
dra.light hor-e.
I lier*- w er«* but t wo -ample- ot pr>**lm *• \h Ur
on Tue-dav
Nil
Mudg.-tl, **t Iblla-t, tin nip
pumpkins and .orriu < nim.ngliaiii, 11 :■
and pumpkins, it ha- been a liar* season f«u pr*
* 11i*a* and **v iden11 ■' I lie 1 anm r- had
one: I ft* 1
allow! bringing in ordinal-. iie< iiwn
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part) class or creed, were smvh
-tri-ken with a great <*rr"V\
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death.

was

ith
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in

live eo\vs,

Albert Hall, Freedom, one thoroughbred
Jersey bull, three year- old. Win. N. Hall, Belfast,
me Jer-ey eo\v, four Jerscs heifer- tw>« year- old,
N. Ii. ( illcy, Wald**.
•me ealf, one pair beef ••\en.
me pair gra-l.
II* r»*t-• r*I steers, three years *»)*i.
Dr. Huntington. Bel fa-f, one milch eo\v, <. uern-e\.

V Villi N.

before unknow n had become ,ae
bad learned to 1.,\ «• him and
for him.
\ fter a high tribute to the

whom he
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of
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unm

Since tin* second of

lords
horse.

-t*ntet| the appearance of deep mourning, and U t■» know from the
husky voices and w. epitu e\
with bowed heads, that the hearts of our
people, n

living or dead who-e
uiider-tood to day. a- that of

well

so

thon»uglibn*d Jersey bull three years old, nineteen
cow s -native Jersey and gra«h‘—one pair yearling
steers, one yearling heifer, -i\ calves, tun* horse.
Mr. Wadlin i- a linn believer in Jersey stock.
\
J. ( illcy, I.incolnville, farm -t,■ k. fifteen head aOne pair three year old -leers, one three
follow
>ear old bull and four yearling steers, all 11 ere

With hardly an exception, ru-rv p,a
hu-iness in the v illage was clad in mourning, awere also many
private residence.-. All l.udiie--" tar a
I
practicable was sit spent let I. ami a
like slillne— prevailetl.
Pxternaily the place ,r

time the emotion- of the

a

few

are

‘iartield.

lames A.
To

at such

There

bred Shorthorn bulls, one three years old and one
Hubert Waterman, Belfast, grade Jer.-e\
null.
Nathaniel shaw, Bel fa-I, one pair two yeai
old -leer-.
F. W. Berry, Belfast, one Jersey row
l>. I.. I'it« in r, Bella-1. one Jer-e\ cow, one bull
calf.
D. \. Wadlin, North port, made the largest
and l»e-t display of -lock, entering thirty one head
as followone pair of ••\en, four years old, om-

yearling.

si\e.

but their

expressing
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not eipial those of last year. The
showing of stock on the grounds was good, but
that of produce was an entire failure. The follow
ing an* the stock entries
David >ears, Brigadier' Island, two thorough

1. (
\. |.. skinner, and Kcv
NI;
Wiley, Itev
t.eni'h.
I he I land ua-in attendance, rendering;
selections of sacred music, alsti a large choir
singers w ho w itli sacred -<mg made tin earne-t ,n. i
heartfelt words ot the -peaker- tin more impri

lead l*re>i

e

ei

Society.

Agricultural

exhibits did

a
public meeting V.
Pinery Hall, w hieh w as tilled nearly tooveiilou
big. This uncling w a- comlm-fed l.y l;.\ Mr. i.ri
rish.
A tier rcatling of the -eriptmvl.y Mr. V D
( litl'ord of the
Mi
.'seminary, and pray.-r In |;«
Prince, the following citizens re-ponded in (ppi..

respective

not

iee-

-t-rv

County

The annual fairof the above society was held at
the Park and at Hayford Hall, in this city, on
l iiesday and Wednesday, Sept. 27th and 28th. The

in

to
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well til let | ami the

was
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ongressfrom the NY-tcrn Iteserve district of Ohio
and in isuiihe reluctantly resigned hi.- eommi.-.- ion

history

:

Mi

Heun.

ord

heart.

depended

rave-

The follow lug momitter wa > no-mi
Order of Fxcrcise-, |{ev T. ( b-rri li. < •. F. I V!
lows, F-<j. and lion. Ambrose White. *Mi Mu-ie,
1
H. <!ierman, d. P. Hooper ami IF I*. Mover on
Decorations. I.enmh-i Hancock, <
i. <
vt., \ ||

In.I, and his defeat
regiment
of the reliefs in Kentucky under liumphrev Marshall won for him a brigadier's commission, and
had mmdi to do with making Kentucky n Lnion
state. This victory u mi for him a tribute from Presi
dent Lincoln, who remarked, a-explanatory of his
success, that “Garlicld wa- accustomed to earn hi-

of

along tin* Mr.-t
A large,
tin* cap over the en-

with trailing bow- and streamer.-.

of

t be occasion.

«

bclo\ cd comrade.
• Ion. Seth L. Milliken wa- next called
upon to
addres- Mi*' meeting a- a political associate, and
one who was personallv
acquainted with onr le
ceased President, deferring to the insignia of u oe
and the univer-al sorrow, he -poke of the ditli«*ult\

festooned

wa-

tronp-i

dent,

was

Tuesday

i.IJu i*. vt. t<* lake action in regard l" the
proper
observance of the day -el apart fur the funeral scr
viees of the late Pro sidcut liarlie|.|. H«*h. s (
W oodman wa- called to I he '•hair and i*
-pond* d it
remarks which were of a high order and tilting to

tired upon.
When the call
made he -ct about raising iveruit-

was

hers of the l_M

handsomely trimmed.
II rk« II > rui.i. i.
The I*cpublican Journal oiliee
front and ihe -tore- of
\V. Haney and Cates A
Slicknev bein*alb. were handsomely tl'imim d. Itlaek

of Mi*-. I.

HIVKSri HIT.

perform the duties to which his constituents had
called him. In concluding < ol. Kogler referred to
the sad duty devolving upon the sorrowing mem

Wellman, Vmlrcxv-

F.

death of \hraham
and the government -till

last week we received tin -ad
news of the death of President ( mrlield.
A Ithough
expected it was a lieav v blow to our people. The
little village of 15in k port hleml.- her lear- of -orrow
with every other village. <*itv. town and hamlet in
these now truly I'm na» state-.ami even with other
nations of the earth, for we believe that mourning
is not confined to our countrv alone, but t«. all vv ho
knew our beloved («arlield. (Mi Saturday ta.-t a
meeting of our eiti/en.s was called at Finery Hall at
<>n

has been utter, ,! against < o n. iartield who
day with lien. Thmna-. In
ls»;j while in the army .en. ‘.ariield was elected to

pie t nr of the I al President.
by a black back ground. The right, hand
window had
while back ground, with white and
black curtain-, which wen draw n aside revealing a
large portrait T the President. The others on tlii-Ireel who decorated were \V. O. Pom* A Son, <

tin* altar

n-ing

it

e

»

President.

no u

front of
The whole

I

I i\ es.”

shared the honors of the

On the

cross

ended,

arc

of the immortal (•arlield at the

Later < .arlic Id w as transferred to the
living.
Army of the ( umlierland and Roseerans, the general commanding made him his chief of -tu ff. His
scrv ices in this
position were of a mo-tarduous and
responsible character md wen- faithfully tnd ably
pertormed. Hi- la-f •onspicuou- militarv -ci v i*
"‘as at the battle of < 'hieamaugu, and for hi- eonduet
in that battle he was promoted p, a
Major ieneralship. In the criticisms on the conduct of that hat Li e

following places
H.
elaborately decorated

mourning

our

I.ineoln, “Hod reigns

own

The

of

more expand his wings from east lowest a- it t*»
guard a continent, his beak resting upon the arctic
circle and his plumage laving the water- that
wash the islands of tin* sea. (Jod speak- a- he has
spoken a thousand times before, “Kightcou-ne-s
exalteth a nation,” and the people echo the words

swelled «>hio’.- deiiaiuv |.. the

and hi- voice

the head of hi-

1

days

its position, its folds waving as it moved le. the
breath of (hid, with not a stripe shortened and md
a star obscured.
1 see the old American eagle*-m

volunteers, was commissioned aLieut.-( i*l. of that regiment in Aug. lsc>L and soon
after promoted to olmiel. lb went t<» the from at

was a

-ident Harlield with the
on the right and left.
It. F. Well-’store wa-h tmlsomely dre-s d with Hag- and fabrics. 11irain ( ha -e
A Son’s jewelry -ton* had modest but tasteful ti initilings. In one w indow wa^ a pieture of (iarlmld,
lure of I’l't

tin*
to

tor the IJd Ohio

pie
American Hag
v

our

speech,
tor

de-

-ante

his turn, his laurel leal upon the bo.-om
dead President. I see the national flag tin
der this fearful shock has gone half way down itroast, and hangs wrinkled and twisted a.- though it
could never float again. Hut in the future, w leu
of

tied ill the army. In ls«;i, Garlield, then the youngmember of the Ohio state Senate, made a war

rebels when Sumter

prolusrh draped in
pillars supporting the

laying in

Pr<d. sterns ot llaiigor 'i he"li»gi* al semi
occupied the ( "iigregalionalist pulpit 'a t
Sumlay. He preached a most exet limit sermon and
eloi|iieutlv referred to the litV and death
the kil.

est

wa-

black and while, and the
saim

C

putting the city to unnecessary expense. It now rests with the city authorities to say whether the refunding movement shall be successfully carried out or

were

on

In response to the

bank would

not
one

early issued the following

cock

city

a

of the most encouraging signs of the
times, says the Boston Sunday Budget, that for
the past twelve weeks it has been generally
iuipoa
sible to tell, from the editorials relating to (ien

It is

dead.
Mr. Geo. E. Wallace, the next speaker, represent
ed the legal profession. After reference to the occasion for this popular out pouring of sorrow he
remarked that there was little to be -aid of James
A. Garfield as a lawyer,
lie had lilted himself for
the legal profession, but his career had led him in
other directions. He would undoubtedly ha\ e been
an honor to the legal profession had he followed it.
The effect of his legal studies
upon his after life
could not be determined ; but
any man who Judies
the jurisprudence of the world must become a bet
ter and nobler citizen. Mr. Garlicld appeared with
other lawyers in a famous ease in the I’nited stales
supreme Court in ISCm, and his lawyer like presentation of the ease and remarkable argument raised
him in a day to a distinguished place among lawute to the

which the earth received the remains of our beloved
chief magistrate—President (•artield. Mayor Wood

properly

government chosen at the next
or any future election ; while a
security
subject to the popular vote each year

on

relation to the argument.
Klsewhero we publish
a correction from "Fair
Play ; and here the discus

Belfast, in ronunnn with other cities, put
mourning habiliments on Monday last, the day

were

they not gladly then
our proposed city four per cents, at
on
if the security was satisfactory *.
tion of Lincoln : “This day will be sadly par,
And if they now hold government foul
memorable as long as this nation shall
per cents., they could dispose of t hem and
endure, which (tod grant may he till the
the proceeds in theeiu bunds
last syllable of recorded time, when the by investing
realize nearly live per cent, per annum
volume of human history shall be sealed
instead of lour as now : or they might add
up and delivered to the Omnipotent
tile premium of l(> to 17 per cent, to
.1 udge.’’
applied

Kelley declared b* lie an illustrious example to
educators, and lie concluded with an eloquent trib-

against those who have delay cd. if not de
similar manner. From tin* Masonic Temple wa-featcd.the refunding movement. 1’he plea displayed a few Hag- of the Templar order, and the

was

ilis father was a Baptist clergyman of some note
Chester was the oldest child of a family of seven
III ISM tie entered Fnion College. Schenect :ni\
New York, at the age of fourteen
He graduate 1
in ISIS, taking high rank in his class.
In ls.',n.
when only twenty \ ars old lie was admitted i<» tiebar
He commenced the practice of the law. and
at once entered upon a lucrative practice
The
year I Sod was one of excitement in the political
world. The great question before the country was
the repeal ot the Missouri compromise <>f isjo,
and the passage ot tne fugitive slave law
\rthur
tu< k the side ol human lreedom and became known
as a staunch advocate and defender ot the free
principles which were rapidly gaining ground. Mr
Arthur was associated with William M F.nrts m
the celebrated Lemiion slave case, and gained c**u
siderable distinction.
He becalm* known as the
champion ol the colored peopb*. and as a deter
mined opponent of tin* extension of slavery,
lie
was one of the lirst
supporters of the Kepublican
party, and attended the tirst convention at Sarato
ga in lx.Y).
He was always interested in military allairs In
lx.'*x he was appointed Judge Advocate of the See
ond Brigade of the New York mibtia
W hen tinwar broke out he was
appointed by tioveruor M<*r
chief
**i
Ins stall lu getting the vol
engineer
gau
unteers of New York ready for the held he did
valuable service
l:i lsii-j he was appointed quar
ter master general on Covernor Morgan's stall
In
this ollice General Arthur displayed great exeeii
tive
At

Pay er” and the card of
Woodcock, recently published, have supplied all the data necessary to a thorough
understanding of the refunding question.
Xo one who has read these articles closely
need be at a loss upon whom to place the
responsibility for the present deadlock.
and “Tax

terest in the railroad

Arthur.

Flay”
Mayor

Day of Mourning.
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There is no political campaign in progress in
Maine, and no election is to he held lor a long
while yet In spite ot this fact the Bangor Commer
This
rial calls Solon Chase a besotted old idiot
is piling it on thick. | Boston Post

I
s,,pl Ml. ill tile absenee of tin- parent- fir. tail
h) leaving malelies within reaeli of the ehildren
I'vvo -mall eliildren were-aved from the (lames h\ ^
-•wen

vear-

Mr. Reed's Worcester speech is a hard nut f»i
It was mad.- in the
tile independents to crack
right place and at tin* light time. |l\eimeber
Journal.
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When Pease, the wretch who killed his wife, was
about to lire the fatal shot, he besought his w ile to
kiss him
Smith, the last Maine murderer to date,
Ho spoke to his wile asked
did the same thing.
her to kiss him. and shot her again iu the breast.'
Both of these liends were Maine men. and both
In each ease the alleged
hailed from Rockland
motive tor the horrible deed was jealousy of ins
Gazette
Black and white, two ami two, each I wife
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On tin* right ot me pulpit was a hr *ken colt!i_
umn wreathed about with ivy.
on the left of the
pulpit wa- a handsome r-<- in Mower-. In the
chancel hung tin- picunv •»t < .< n. <• artield trimmed

a

in

Khmii

mourning

which wa-the

;*.|i

•.11

;

lie <cntr* -<t the chancel above

looped black and w bite fabric- which radiated
to all part-of the chancel.
Ilaud-om** boii‘|uets of
Mower- were a-'*■! ullv arranged about the pulpit
and

Tin

llama-

wa-

handsomely

wa-

the letter

mon wator

one

-nuld

a

dry
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the

real

f the ehure'n

iu tin- centre of which
wrought in Mower-. I’lu* serMr. lb*--' be-t ctVort.-, and the pas-
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and deal*
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i-ible in any

part of the hoiiae.
of Carlield’s death, in the pastor’s

p.*il- -y-t.*m, ami if it -hall end
that system <iaiTieid w ill not have died in vain.
'I he Methodist church was mode-tl\ decorated in
mourning and tl-*wci- were profusely -eattered
In tin
The altar wa- draped in black.
about.

-*pii ion,

wa-

eeutre of
<
a

tin

tin-

organ

was

a

portrait

*1

I’rc-idcnt

artield, and opposite, over the main entrance, w apicture of that other martyred ITe-ident, Mr.

Lincoln.
with

The

-<-ri)ion

wa-

partially biographical,

beautiful m**ral l**-sou... .The l ui\er-:ili-t

a

decorated, but those present at the
unanimous ill the praise of Mr. i.ood
enough'- -ermon. Like Mr. Ro-s, lie claimed that
Mr <»arlie| I
death i- tin* r«*-uIt of tin- -poil.- sy-church

wa- uoi

service-

are

II*-

that Mr. <.artield all through lib*
allowed t«» finish any one position. Ilis
eminent
null Mention.-died him t*» higher lilt iv*^
The Baptist church wa- tastefully decorated,
.'Mid the sermon w as appropriate, and well receive*I.
The pastor’s chief point was theehristian examples
trm.

-ai-1

never wa-

-in

—

11 UM i*
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Ic-I
and
n

i;k

M

am

Vi.\ns.

oi

|spu, tin* bark William

iiiln'i,

>

tin* Mil
o

«lay

Alden,

by < apt. W. O. Alden with a cargo >d
fifty passengers, sailed from this < ity
land of gold, California. The Califor-

raging in Belfast, the Alden be'iirth vessel that sailed from here during
was

then

IMii, bn- that country. The other- were
k 'Suliote, .-eh. Mary Keed and brig San da
t in- bark Win. O. Alden was purchased new
forty passengers who sailed in her. The
•ud passengers belonging in Belfast, were
1

A

Men, captain ; dames 1. Tilden, 1st otlieer;
2d otlieer. ( Tew—Leonard Town

1 Calmer,

Solomon, Lorenzo c. ( oombs,Frank
cner, Ceorge W. Klwell, Ilenn Dunbar, dr.,
A
lilodgelt. Prescott II. Nason, l*etcr <«il.-on,
C.t'sengcrs Win. F. Abbott, Stephen < aid
* Iward <
To.-by, dames M. Craig, Henry LMin
""i < Frederick, Kenj. 1C Hazclline, Ccorge
d, doscpli L. Havener, V. K. Lancaster,
" I
Lo«-ke,Thos. W. Lotlirop, dcssc Townsend,
N
Stewart, Ceorge K. Wight, dohn Wilson,
1
Walton, Win. W. West, Henry d. Woods,dr.
1

ob I..

c

1

belonged in the interior towns of Waldo
\ supper was given the voyagers at the

"•r-

'indry building on Thanksgiving day, Nov.
but the frequency of such departures had
“••asure taken away the novelty of them.
"
arrived at San Francisco May (>, ls.K», but
<
of lumber, which was purchased on spec
"i. In-ought but small return.
The vessel re1

■

1

'"

t to New York and was sold. The
passengers
‘fit tanother returned, at different periods, ami
■

are dead.
l*ast week the reCeorge W. Klwell, returned, hav,M-en absent thirty-two years. The last fifteen
no resided in Boise
City, Idaho. Mr. Klwell
"
pas| through many experiences incident to a
that country, but now in the aftern<»nn of his
*'e Wants to settle in Maine.
He is undecided
:,iher lie will make Belfast his home, or St.
"'ge. where his mother reside-.

"""•l

1

‘"big

ily

«.f

them

one, Mr.

of the late I’re-i*lent..

I;<• x. Mr. Ryder, pa-Ior **!
tin* Baptist church in tbi- city, ha- temlered hiresignation t- accept tin* pa-torate of tin- Baptist
church in Fast < ireenwieh. I,’. 1 Mr. Ryder became
pastor of the church in thi- cilv .Jail I, is.so, and

been very successful in his labors, adding many
member- to tin* church.
He is ini ver-ally liked by
the eliurch and citizen-generally, and his sudden
departure i-to be regretted. Fast Hreeuwieh, his
new place, i- a tow n of M.uuu iubabitaiits, fourteen

has

miles south of Providence.

Although

the

place

is

small,

yet tin* Baptist society i- large, ranking
second in tin* town.
Mr. Ryder preached his fare
well sermon Sunday ....There will he no services
at tin* t nitarian church during the month of OetoIm*i*, as Rev. Mr. Crow ninshicld w ill then take his
vacation.... In the 1 nitarian < mi vention, held in
Fllsworth last week, Res. Mr. < Towuinshield, of
this city, read an e--ay on tin* Sunday' school, and
delivered an address on civil service reform.In
a notie** of tin* dedication of tin- Methodist church
‘*
in Ifoultou, the Aroostook Time- says
Rev.
Theodore tierri-h preached the sermon, on Juslili

by Faith, and held the elo-e atLcution of tlu*
audience for nearly an hour. Mr. Ccrrish is a native of Aroostook and staid-high as a pulpit ora
tor.”... .Rev. s. s. Cummings, missionary agent,
w ill speak in the Baptist eluirch next Sunday fore<*atiou

and at tin* Mcthodi-t church iu theafternoon,
interest of the Home f**r Lillie Wanderers,
at Boston.
A choir of children from the Home
will be present and sing some choice* pieces of mu
sic-There will be extra meetings at the M. K.
church in this city during next week, services
commencing at half past seven. Last Sabbath evening there was a baptism and reception into this
church. Much interest is manifested at the young
peoples’ meeting-“ Be thou faithful unto death,”
will be the subject ot Rev. Mr. Ross’ Sunday morn
noon,

in the

Communion in
ing sermon at the North elum’li.
afternoon. Mi isionary concert in the evening.

amt
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\nda!usia and all the popular make-.
»n

iornia,

W

:i> Samuel Lilimue, through a
Wellman proposes on >aturda\
next t<* close out Ins personal and real estate to the
highest bidder at auction... .The annual meeting ot
(juanlehaeook lodge of Free and Vreepted Ma-on-

of

week-There

this

Tiie.-davand

were \erv

Wednesday

nights of last week.Janu s Parker is erecting
another building in addition p. the many lie now
ha-, and which is to be used as a lumber room...
< lia~. Fuller is
building a hay press which 1 w>
pres-two hales of hay at once. Should it do tin*
Work expected of it, it will he a great improvement
over the old oneMr. f uller has applied !'•
a

HOISERY !
du-t reeei\ed an elegant a-sortmmt of l.uilie-.
Misses, <,rut-and 1 »• »ys’ Hosiery, in Cotton, Cash
mere. All-Wool, Fleered, both in -triped and plain,
in e\ery r.>nrei\able style and quality.

W ilbur's

(od-Lher Oil and Lime. The great j
l»<*|’iilarii> "1 liii- -af» and eiliracious preparation !
i- alone all.ributable !« it- intrin-ie worth.
In the
ure of ( ou.jiis, ( olds, A-t lima, Bromhiti-, W hoop
iu.g < ough. Srrofulou- Humor-, ami all < onsump
lie eelebrated Fo-ter l\ id <i|o\e- on
tive symptoms, it ha- no -uperior. it e«pial.
A full line 'd
Let
no one negleet the earl; -\ mplomsof disease, w hen
hand: I llutton Kids at only s?l.-*», ev-wv pair war
ranted.
an agent i- at hand whieh will eure all eomplaintof tin* bhe-t, Lung-,
r Throat.
Manufaetured
<»n!\ hy \. !’». W 11 r.i »u, ( hemist, Boston. Sold 1»v
all druggist-.
Iw'V.i

Pliosri-KT Fwii.

joint undertaking
Thursday last by the South
\s

s<*arsport

stoekton

nor

the farmers and

were

represented,

and

left to
their own resources. The town can boast however,
ot some excellent and w *11 tilled farms and of man',
progressive and public .-pirited farmers, and the
(danger- of Prospect

display though

not

creditable.

dozen

A

hirge

was

or

in all

lore

were

respects highly

yokes

of

working

oxen, and some .Jersey am grade cows and calvecomprised the stock exhibit. The \'<»ke of oxen

bore the him* premium ribbon were
noble looking animals.
The displays of fruits,
cereal-, farm products and fancy and household art i
!»*-,

were

good ami

u'kson.

Most of

our

farmer-

are now

engaged

in digging their potatoes; small yields and rot i- the
general complaint, liaising potatoes is truly a dis
couraging. uncertain business-The corn crop, t
allowed out- more week of favorable weather, will
he insured—The grain-thresher ha- -tai led on his
annual tour of toll gathering. The yield of grain is

reported a- very good, especially that which was
early sow n... .Owing to an error of some of the
new-paper-in reporting tin* time for holding our
tow n fair, «jiiite a number of persons from out of
it on the l.Mli of this month,
their mistake until I hey arrived. 1’lie
fair will he held, as has been previously announced
in the .Journal, on the loth of Oct.; then the boy-

town

came

limling

to attend
out

will trot out their tine colts and steer.--Those
who attended the picnic at Lake Winnceook on the
I7t.li insl. were highly pleased with the day’s enjoyment.
This party \vas not from East .Jackson, as
reported by your Burnham correspondent. Some
of the party made a call on “Bethel
Lodge, Hood
Templars, on their return home, and were very
were
slight frosts
pleasantly entertained-There
in low places on Tuesday and Wednesday night-,
hut not much damage was done beyond the scorching of some of the vines.J. W. Wallace has sold
Fender
a line pair of four-years-old oxen to L. (
son foi si tu; they girted six feet and ten inches.

Dress

city, Sept. ?7th,
years and 21) days.
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OVERCOATS !
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Suits,

*Koo.

mi;,«i.»,

Boys’ Clothing!
>

l.iic,

>1.

MV,

;

I-'I,

i-s.nn.

<

Mhi

CARRIAGES AT BARGAINS.
>F P.srPI P.KP oiler- the remaining pari «>t
X his -t >ck of carriage- at great bargains, to
dose out
Now is your time to buy a lir-t-elass
carriage at a trade. Term,- to suit. < ash, stock or
F. F. HANSON,
good paper taken.

jut ~uit

Ties,

&c.

( all ami see our immense stork Im lore pun has
In-.
Remember we keep aiiy thin- you want In
-•m :i
(he clothiim line lor men and b«}N wear.

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,

tin* I.adit's’ \« -i- \vt* sell at <»nly
a
\ full line of all gradebargain, wrlli 7-V.
on hand both in brown and searlel.

11 PHGEMIIX ROW.

BROS.

Proprietors.

L 1 X I K

splendid sfoek

of All-Wool and Cotton Flannels,
As the department i.-> one of our special
hand.
»me rare bargain-.
lies the tilde will obtain

I1 Life

1

lii-l received. Our Fall stock selling at
that defy competition.

suits,
r -mt-

\ I

2

Carpetings, Oil Clotlis, M,

CO.,
Boston, Mass,

12.00

/'roc/,

Flannels & Cassimeres.

_

Cl Temple l*laee,

Trimmings!

12.00,

ANDREWS

ache-, Kpileptie Fits, Dyspepsia,
Liver Troubles, Nervous Pros
tration.Sleeplessness, Vertigo and
all Nervous Disorders. It Is un
unequalled Tonic for the whole
.-v.-t.om; renew and nourishes the Nerve Tissues
and imparts lasting vital force.
It should he at
hand in every household.
Crgc your Druggist t<»
get it, «>r we will mail i1 postpaid on receipt fof
Scud for An
price, .'iii
pri1 box, i> 1 to\c-, S2."»u.
thentie Proofs.
Address
lyeowio

amt
In

y’t.oo suits. Former Price, $ 7.00
••
10.00
s.00

Xobbtf Sad,

Look at
ran*

<1

SUITS !
see

UNDERWEAR !

Fills Invaluable Nerve Food lias
been tested and approved by more
Ilian one hundred New Kngland
Physicians. It is an immediate,
permanent and infallible cure for
Sick, Nervous and Itilious Head

t

>■

Shirts, Collars. Neck

CEPHALINE.

_

!

A LARGE ASTORTMENT OF CAPS

CAMELSi

‘i.000 olhcr Mraiiiif tliinu- uliirh il is impnsslhlr in alalai'iir. The t'lirrciiliiK I.
lull a nuclei!, around uliirh is aallirrrd

Charmers,
rithinir

I'nim I In-

A

Mnusicrs, Lhlna M-a I.Innv, Ac.

anil

rin.a', simultaneoit'K
We have the Civ.it

w

specimens

at

Caps

wludo-aa* ■'l«»ck it Kaukrttpl
.'mi mils on the *I«*1 !ai‘.
a

Fiiif I tir llaMiih

Aquarium

A HUGE DROVE OF EGYPTIAN

Three and Four Acts
111 the

With their venomou-,

lin’d ol t unlive IVrloimiii^ Kleplninls, \
l>m* oi'lVrloriiiiiitf Lions, the Mammoth
Kansas 0\, 500 Bare Kxotic Birds.

A Great RHid Ocean

Leapers

world. All lirst ela
We have and introdma

Hindoo Snake

\

I

1O0 dozen Hats,
50 cents each.
100
75
M
100
$1.00

Pa--:i!ncntcnc-, Fringe-, ornanu nls, liirdlc-,
('oni-, "Mirah-t, V» IvtMs, satin

THE

Root !
BANNER

prices

rpilK

N. P*

for-ah

On.
or

<>t

the best

o\

rent.

IV We open the Call campaign of I »rv
Goods and Carpetings, with a resolution

West Searsport.
presses in the eountv

years,
this re-

and the only way to accomplish
sult is to present the trade, not only with
nice goods but with a large and varied

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID
—

Foil

at the store that cannot fail of

Itiiffrr, ICijijs, Hrans, ,tV.

prices
being at-

satisfactory to the customer.
only to see a customer once
to secure her patronage regularly,
we know the only way to accomplish
result is to move our goods quickly
small margain of prolit.

Searsport, Me,

but
and

PI- K AND ONK II All' CKNTs PKP POIND
for all common castings, such ns sled shoos.
wagon bridle -hoc-, hub boxes, etc., at Deltas!
Iw.T.t
C. .1. HALL. Lessee.
Foundry.

Til

Agent

for the Celebrated

SCHOOL NOTICE.
K superintending
rpil
X ill session in the

school Committee w ill be
High School Doom in P.elfast,
l.
J-Jd
and
Saturday,
Saturday, Nov. I2lh, at
o'clock P. M.. for the purpose of examining teach
cr
Teachers bn the winter schools must not cx
pect to he evtmined at anv other time. Per order.
•iwT)
sfP. SCHOOL COM.

Domestic

o.

Paper

fashions!

NOTICE.

I

TV ItNISMKIt BOOMS To I.KT WITH OH
1
without board. Apply to
•: M
A N l>PKWs i’5Pns.. II Phmnix How.

Whose incredible feats, amazing and recklcspun the Lofty Wire paralyze all previous diplay.-. All other Aerial act- are mere child's pla\ in comparison. These Intrepid Artists utterly
set at naught all laws of gravitation, gliding along their narrow roadway with perfect abandon,
literally treading upon airy nothing, and performing a -cries of feats which cause the
lirmest hearts to tremble with fear for their sal'et>

WE HAVE AND WILL PRODUCE A

$50,000 TROUPE OF TRICK STALLIONS
The most wonderful, RestTrained, Mo-t Iieautiful and Host Performing Mallion.- in the World. They
Pantoniine like Actors, Drill like Soldiers. Krolic like wanton >ehoul Hoy-. Waltz like the Ladies,
and Reason with a degree of Intelligence that is trills remarkable. ">caivh the world over and
you cannot find their prototypes.

WE ONLY ASK YOU TO COME AND SEE THE GREAT
Liven

Catalogues

Free.

TO LET.
LEWIS IK >M KSTKA l> < >N Til K (:i >PN KP
Pearl and < ourt streets. For particulars
enquire of
3w:J7
P. O. LhWlSor Mws. S. s. I.KWIS.

rpilK
X *d'

I

such as

DROPSY. OHAYKL, DIARKTKS, INFLAMMATION 01
TIIF BLADDER, BRICK DlST DEPOSIT, IUIKI
MVTISM, DYSPEPSIA, FFM \LE COMPLAINTS. AND ALL DISEASES OF
THE CHINA 1(1 OKIiANS.

We desire not

-Mnos.l'.h

on

i

tractive and

-It V-

Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

ingtherefrom,

We shall also make

assortment.

Hides, Calf & Wool Skins,Potatoes,
C. C. HAMILTON,

A

to double our sales over former

;}!)

this

( Nothing beyond the announcement of the. name, aye,
residence, tjfa., of deceased persons mill be published
under this heading.)

Hats and

use, iairniii.y da.
brilliant seenie -tVert-.
sv
and
ill exhibit t

\t

at a

DIED.

LIGHT,

-peeial

A Full Line of Dress

MARRIED.
I n Casline, A uy. *21 st, bv Rev. C. t i. Winslow M r.
Charles O. Ilutchinys and Miss Nettie L. Kastman,
both of Renobsoot.
In Castine, Sept. *2*2d, at the residence of tin*
bride’s father, bv Rev. C. («. Win-low, assisted bv
Rev. J.R. Clifford, W. A. Raul, M. D., ot Rock
Island, 111., and Miss Jennie C., only daughter of
Rufus Stevens, Ksq., of Sheepscot llridye, Me.
In Uoston, A«g. ltlth, by N. A. Apallonia, ( apt.
Kben A. Holmes and Miss Fannie A. Ryder, both of
I lei fast.
In Morrill, Sept. *2.'»th, by David Nash, Ks«j., Willie
A. I Rood and Annie A. Ravson, both of Waldo.
In Rockland, Sept. 17th, Sir. Charles Wooster and
Miss Nellie A. Farnham, both of Rockrfctnd.
In Rockland, Sept, lath, Mr. Nathan 1). Clark of
Newton, Mass., and Miss Ktta O. Conant of Rock
land.
In Cnion, Mr. .John K. Ariudd and Miss Tillie
\ auylin, both of Cnion.

e

ROW,

<>iti;k- (;ki;at 1;ai;«. \in> in

Itns-ian, Languedoc, Spanish. Freneh, hretonne,
Hlonds, Firhu-, < dial -, Uib-. ami an endless \ arie
ty of I .are < hauls just rrreived.

I W A HR IYT ONK BOTTLL A I’LBFL( I
1 B L f'*i all the u orst form- of 1*1 LL>,
to l do.
tin* worst ea-e- of LLl'BOSY, s< Bold LA.
I*S< *KI .\s|M \NCMB. KC/KMA, "ALT BH Id M.
BIILI MATL-M. KIDNLY". DA "!*LI>"I A. (A
I ABBIL and till diseases of the SKIN and BLOOD.
Lntireh \ egetabh
Internal amt external u-e.
The wonderful eure- it has mad** the past Jti ears,
DH! so SMALL \N \ Mol N 1'oi' MoN L Y, has
eau-ed oppo-iihm to it- sale, sent by express to
all part- of the I
on receipt of si per bottle,
and money returned In every ea-e ot failure. Semi
for new i'amphiet- free. Sold everywhere.
II. D.
I o\Y I.K, ( liemi-I, Boston. .Mass.
•J<5teow2<>

attractively arranged for
devolving mainly on ( apt.

" in- B
Hagan, secretary of the South Branch
The attendance in the afternoon was
(•range.
I'.iitc large, and despite the somewhat unfavorable
weather the occasion was one of enjoyment and no
doubt of profit to those present.
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the fair announced for
Branch (.rangeand the farmer- of Sear-port, stock
ton and Prospect fell short of
expectation. Neither
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iptured sviiile in Australia.
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time.
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Our Goods.
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GIANT KANGAROOS!

only

Female Five Horse
at the

given
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We
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MAORI WAR DANCERS
exhibited in

o*

Mrs. MARTHA BABCOCK.

Troupe

a

Whirling
Fi

Linda .leal, “Queen of the Mazing Z"m-

Madam livland, wln» rides and dri,

wiLBoa's coMPOum) of

w- have

Real

HEROINE HURDLE RIDER,
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any similar
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Come and Look

have
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Mrs. ADELAIDE GILMORE.
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BLUE STORE.
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GREAT BLONOIN,
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He leave- a wife
children.Drain i- being thre-hed and
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We

SNOW-WHITE BUFFALO
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tverytliingwe Advertise! | ta’olishment in
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Worth Seeing!
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JEAL TWIN SISTERS,
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Hotel, which
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College, class of '7.‘». Mr. Durham
went to California as a civil engineer hut afterward-
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J.W. Ferguson & Co.,
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wki.i «.mi

Poshively the irreatest

Henry s Webber, traverse juror. B»hn N. M<
Kenney ....('apt. T. Durham last smuias received
•'«
despatch from Auburn, Placer county, ( alifoi

w.•

»

Scoteii Ss Germantown Yarns

Mattings, Bookings, &c.

tain sleighing parties... .Tin* new o! Pre-id« a
Darfleld’s death created a profound sensation of
sorrow here as elsewhere, and Hags wa re half
ma-ted... \ dance took place in the hall here Thur
da\ evening as a se«piel to the fair held in Pro.-pm
village on that day.
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Plnenix Lodge, in this city,
•Ian. II, 1S50, and bad been a constant attendant
at the lodge
to the day of his death,
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was master of the lodge.
He wa- the faithful
treasurer of tin* lodge for more than Twenty years
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orinthian It. A. chap
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bo senior tirand Warden, and eould have been
tirand Master bad he chosen t«. I.e.
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‘ssion of the tirand Lodge he wa- the legal
representative of the tirand Lodge of lirilisii
North \meri<*a. Mr Poor will be buried this after
noon at 2 i*. \i.
Members ot Plm ni\ and Timothy
Chase Lodge and all Masons an* rc<;iie-trd t<» as
s«*mMe at the Temple at I o’clock r. \t. i«.-.iay, to
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in W arren, Sept. 13th, Fred, -on <d .Job A., and
Alma Spear, aged 1 year, 1 month and 20 day.-.
In Appleton,
lhth, Hotsey IF, wife of II. I*.
Murray, formerly of st. (ieorge, aged p.) years, 7
months and 2 lay-.
In W aldbb..ro, Sept. mb, .lam Vnn deed, aged 70
years.
in Warren. sept. iMary F. Vmlcrsnn. aged 35
years, i: month- and S davs.
In Deer Isle, .sept. 1:>tii. ( apt. Itenj. II
Haskell,
aged I- years and 0 months.
In \ in;dlia\en. Sept, isth, Herbert Warren, son
of .1 II. and \ ilia sanborn, aged 0 \ ears, 5 month-

position. He was full of enthu-iasm and in
stilled that principle into everything that In did.
At the breaking out «»t the rebellion Mr. Poor, as
alderman, introduced into the city government
nn.' stirring resolutions that did much in stimu
Mr. Poor
luting and encouraging our soldiers.
married l.ueretia M
Hunter, of Bristol, a lady
much respected in this community. Two children
were the result of the union. < larem e and I-a, who
w ith their mother, survive him.
Mi Poor during
his long and honorable life, w«ni the respect and
regard of those who in their view- sometime- fell
compelled to ditler from him. Though <>1 decided
\ iews and tenacious opinions, lie ai
way's recognized

Belfast mark t man, while driving in from the
r"iitilr\ the other dav, overtook two voting Indies
and in\ it.**! them to ride. While -eating themselvethe It M-e si trie 1, lippiim the > '111111; ladiesoiit back
ward iu such a maimer a- p.- aiise emhan a—men!

j

Maria Tucker,
aged 11 years, 11 months ai d ludavs.
In Vinalhaven, sept. 1:5th, Han-on <•
son of
( has. T. Ames, aged I vear, Si months and 3 dav-.
In Appleton, Sept. 20tb, Inez F., daughter of
Frank A. ami France- Cushce, aged 15 year-, s
month- and M days.
In North Haven, sept. Mth, Mrs. Hannah, wife of
dames Witherspoon, aged o:> vear-, 10 months and

21
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Belfast in lsl5, and has since resided here.
In
began business as a druggist, and liafollowed that business ever since, being one of the
oldest business men in the city. Mr. Poor ha- been
called to many places of trust and always honored
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Clause ami Town fair will lu-hcld at Mystic
t.ran.a-e ball and ground-, Belmont, «>n Wednesday,
* ,<-t. 1-tli.
A baby show will form an
interesting
feature of the oeeasion.
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Heath of William o. Poor. Our venerable
citizen Win. O. Poor, died at his residence in this
city at 11.15 a. M. on Tuesday, the 27th. One week
ago Mr. Poor left Belfast for the purpose of attending the Poor family reunion at Ncwburyport. hut
w us taken ill at Burnham.
He recovered from that
attack and went to hi- place of business as usual.
On Saturday last he was attacked with vomiting and
hemorrhage from the bowels, which continued at
intervals until death ensued. Mr. Poor wa- the son
of Hr. Poor, a well known physician of thi-city,

V
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saving of $:>o<) is made. A large, number
shipped to Boston on Monday from
this city, by steamboat. The cattle drivers say they
cannot ship by the Maine Central, the terms are so
high.
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drive overland to Portland and load on ears at that
point. They claim that by shipping this number of
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Libby, Brown & Weiler, of Burnham, -tailed
Bangor Sept. 20th with a drove of over too
head of cattle, pun based in Aroostook, Piscataquis
ami Penobscot counties, which they propose to
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hi Mount Vernon, Ohio, Uev. lolm True, aged ss
years, formerly of Freedom, Me.
In Uoeklaml, Sept. |>th, Margaret, wife ot the
lab .Mathew Hurton, aged st years, 3 nio>,, (» days.
hi Uoeklaml, Sept. 21st, Mr. »ieorge W. Ilawe.-,
aged 5o years, 7 months and 22 days.
In Uocklami, Sept. Mill, Hiram II., -on of .lames
and F.lla M. Five, aged 2 months.
In 1 lostom, sept. lath, Ceo. W ., sou oi samuel
Hassau ol dockland,aged I'd years, 2 mox. 15 days.
In 1 >1 nelii 11, Sept Mill, Mr. John F. William, for-
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It is now* the season to hunt the partridge, hut the
better time for game will be a few weeks later.
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o'clock, to convince you that ail we have said is true.
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BURKETT,

City Block, Main St.,
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MAINE.

ONE

Doors open at 1 and 7 P. M.
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TICKET
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Admission 50c.
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A Druggist lias Sold over 1,000 Bodies.
UoeRL\M>, Mi:., April 2."», IsM.
I have -"Id over one thousand bottles of Elixir
of File Uoot, and have never found a ease where
it failed t<* give satisfaction.
\YM. II. IvlTTKEIM• E.
Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him.
\Vt:siFii.i.i», M \ss, March 2s', 1*H.
•I. W Kn I kkim.i;, Agent Elixir of Lite Uoot
Dear •sir:
Having suffered intensely* for foul
years with disease of the Kidneys, after having
during that time tried various medicines without
obtaining relief. I was induce l to try a bottle ot
your EI.I.MU <>K LIKE HOOT, and it, affords me
pleasure to say that one bottle of it completely
! recommend it as the only valuable
cured me.
and certain cure for kidney troubles 1 have ever
I would add that before taking your mediseen.
cine I had become so weak that I was about to give
Hoping that others who have suffered
up work.
like mvself may be so fortunate as to try your
valuable medicine. Trulv vours,
T. V. McMAIN.
4ft A NPIKIN^ TONK *AN» APPE>
TIZKIl IT II 4ft NO HU 4L

STORY !

Children Half Price.
all Railroads and Steamboats.

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Eliiir of Life Root Company.

W. hlTTIIEIH.E, ACi ENT.
ROCK E.ANU, MAINE.
**- M I MUnjiilSTs SKI.I. IT
<*#
3
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Whistle.

Whistle, .Loving

Daughter.

Whooping Cough

have

a

cow.*

I n.*\er whistled, mother, and neither can 1
It puckers up my mouth so !"

now

up my mouth so!"

have a sheep.’’
: whistled, mother, neither will 1
yet—
It puckers up my mouth so!’’

When

iiisth*. whistle, hiving daughter, and you shall
have a man !”
l never whistled, mother, hut 1 know very well 1
•an.’’
And the whistle soon began.

DR.

GROSVENOR'S
KOT A

IS

Hut

LIVER-AID

internal

Remedy
Complaints,

an

for

JAver

Eh Turks enjoy their stupid “kief"
\nd Englishmen their vaunted beet:
\nd ••haggis." Scotchmen say. s divine.
U hiie Teutons
praise their kraut as tine
Tin* French their “Piece resistance" grand
So through the dainties of each laud
But ot the dishes nations through,
tiive me a Yankee oyster stew,
j Pet«*r Pallettc.
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mui
I."| > "‘MU*-. ll.MVl.l. ("Mil \ I \ 1
IM
l‘l KI IM S \N|. ^ u.r Kill 1 M.
1 l"' i
l'
Vs tk l a: -' -I '••-ai! «*l tin Unman
Mi'ly. Hi' tin- lar.ai -t lie■■ au-e it ha- Ilic m.i.-l to
*
Jt is intimately eonneoie<t with the uiirostiye
ti'ii nervou- s\Menis,
rouse.jm-ntly, any -leranjretiifiit «»t Me- Liver
ami a
linmlr.-i e\iL in it> rain, a.m! al-i orra-mms nn
‘■us tli-ea-.-' withoui num .r.
re-ultiu.u, il tin
hc k.- l, ii par.
i. 'ama
i.aiti.
I >r. «.!•••vein'i ■' Li\ * r Ai'l i- a w omli
ai me. I wine
>r imme-liute anti-ei upon tin- Liver, ami llnm-aml- .'*,
testimonial- have Le.-n rer iv»*»‘ a> t.• [In- >.« nefil it
ha iriven.
I'Ll

proMue,<'•-nMipai'i-m

Maine
"HAUL
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Liv« i' Ai‘i Inm he. ii a Lle>'inu h> in' j..
ltlliet
iii .thei
sin* tri' -l many, many thtmrs t .r her
k lie.-i'laehe. hut m-'. <-r h-umlan* relief until -hr
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nrth h.-tt :<
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of North Anson had a genuine
lost child Monday night and yesterday
rnm-niim
It seems that a little two years a',<1 a
bait old son of Mr Samuel Beals was spending the
b<y it tin* lions, .-t Mr Joseph Smith something
1 ke a mile South of the village Monday afternoon
i.e little fellow was put to
sleep and laid in the
!r-oni while the iadic* went up stairs to sew.
M till* thus engaged n .tiling was heard from the
l»o\ ;iiid on returning to where he had been left,
wd.at whs their surprise to tind the bed unoccupied
and tile boy gone, 'file premises were searched
hi.i al! in vain, no trace of him could be discover
d
When night came ou a party of several him
i joined in tlm search, traversing a wide circle.
1 he s. arch was kept up all night, and
earl} yester
day mormag a good hound was obtained ami he
w a- -'arted oil
He soon struck a trail and bound
in-' d in the direction of the railroad track was
hh iost to sight
\ crowd started t-- follow
mm and .had not proceeded far before
they saw him
Hi told them
returning full ot joy over Ins liud
as plainly as
human
being could have done
any
tii.it he had been sueces.>tul aud urged them tofol!"W him.
Hi" wish was quickly granted and fol
<'W
mg the intelligent animal something more than
h‘d' ;t mile they found the poor little wanderer
■•ailing up against a tree none 'lie worse for his
It's a hard one to tell whether the dog
“night out
or the boy is thought the most of in that house
held to day. [Somerset Reporter Sept L*
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LYDIA E. PiNKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

fi

Pn-ltiv. <"’ll.-

ul 1 those Painful ( oniphtinlK and \\ (liLiitMt'f
so loiiiinon to our best female
lotion.
It will cure entirely the worst imru..: 1- ..xdet'om1 I'icera
plaints, all ovarian troubles. Inflammation
toueiit
11«.rj. Falling ami Displacements, end the
W«
and
is
Spinal
parth.ului iy adapt'd to th.1
ukncsia,
Lange of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tuin >rs fimn the ntem* in
an early stag--"f d. vrh pm. r.t
Th* t.
r:*-;. i«»• an*.-rotis hunc.rstLen i.s« In eked very speedily !;> it
u e.
It rein mv. s faint lie-s. flat id. !.< v •' -{r. vs a 11 rtaving
s v., ul;.o.
for stimulants, and r* li.
s of the
tomio 1.
it ,-ur.-d lib.at rsg. H. ndarhos, N* tvh-.h l‘r* ~tr !;■ n.
•iit-ial Debility, Si> »1* ssiie
i>ej ressi iU and Inuilor

•.

?

_•

Ifbstiou.
That feeling of bearing down. &udng pain.
and liaeliu'-he. ia always permanent .y n-l b\
it will ut uli times and under all
m.-tauharmony with the laws that gni-rii th.
eithu
For the cure*.f Kidney * '■• ■mpiuints

■

ugh*

■

ouipound

u

tin
\»t.
sex

m.

this

is utisu:

j.ass. d.
I. YIH A E. PI SkllA M'S YECETAKEE COMWestern Avenue,
HUM) is prepared at £13 ami
Sent by mail
Lynn, Mass. I*ri• gi. Six bottl- si .r
la the form •■[' pills, also intho f .rm of lozenges, on
either. Mrs. Pinkham
receipt of price. §1 per box f
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for puxnph
let.
Address as ubo\
JIKuLo/t this J’ajter.
<

No family should be without I.YI>IA L. PLNKllAM’S
LIVER 1‘llJ.S. They cue
ustipntioii, bilioUantaii!
torpidity of the liver. &> cents per box.
^iT Sold !»v all DruggintN. ^ u
*•

and

lyrK.'

PERRY DAVIS’
PAIN KILLER

rT'REDY VEGETABLE REMEDY
For INTERNAL and EXTERNAL Use.

is A

A sure and

speedy

cure

for Sore

Throat, Coughs, Colds, Diphtheria,
< Ti ills, Diarrhea,
Dysentery, Cramps,

Cholera, Summer Complaint, Sick
Headache, Neuralgia, It hcumatism,
Hi uises, Cuts, Sprains, etc.
J'erftcUy sa/etouse internally nc cxtemallytam\

certain to afford relief.
!>t without it. Sold

No

family

afford to
by all druggists at Hoc.,
., and 91 a bottle
PERRY DAVIS 4 SON, Proprietors,
cun

Providence,

R. I.

1 yr‘>5

HORSE FOR SALE.
A Cooper
•fk_
tires < ohm!

colt, 1 years old bet spring.
style, weighs UBO Ills., gives promise
°f
is
well broken and perfeetlv
S\
speed,
f
** sound and kind.
Is suitable ii.ram par
pose. For further particulars eiuiuirc id
Cdf
M. IV. Flb i'T, High >[., ltelfast, Me.

'«

lUgCLUOUS

HlliUei.

WIIO

of facts."

Trims from A In se.; Sheetings from 5 tu lOe.;
rashes from fr. upwards; Dress Goods from
an Sr. hnlekrrboeker In a line All-Wooli
ashmere.
Also Yolvrls, Velveteens, Trimming
Silks and Satins, Lares,Kdglngs, Knehrs, Kurh-

lugs,Shetland Shawls,Long and Square Shawls,
Cardigan Jarkrts, (l„ th t.u- la,lie., an,I gent
Ladles Cloakings. IMer Cloths, lirpelianls.
Table Dll Damask, a dozen patterns, While
Linen and Turkey lied Damasks,
virinit v.

\

Here Is

list of Triers

a

00 Ml

jr.

I

\ 1.1.

I

Mens' ( ittlers/iit ts tnnl I hunt

rs

I ■ r. 11

1

GENTS’

Minimus,

M Y ^T<

K

M

<

1
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hav

1

.itivitv in the building line throughout the
and the scarcity of carpenters, tin* past s«*a
have united in bringing about an increase of
bltv ‘‘ruts to seventy live cents per day in carpen
lers wages
An Auburn man commenced build
Mist- tlie tirst of the season, and
mg ;ipaid his
<
Before Ik*
arpeiiters ~I oO and 5=1 7.*» per day.
his
residence he had to pay the same
completed
UH-n r.’ and r! oO
per day. It is believed that there
will be a large amount of bouse building in both
\uburn and Lewiston next season.
It is known
d a large number of young men have
purchased
*ts. and that the shops, mills and hives of nidus
nil
in
branches
are
driven with work. There
try
]
large amount of money in the savings banks,
and banks are mon* willing to loan
money on real
mortgages than they have been for several
• ars on account of the more
stable condition of
business
There never was a more favorable time
for lioim* building.
Lewiston
Jourmil.
{
The Cardiner Journal says the Knickerbocker
C"
is building a new house at Ice
boro, of ten
room.I 4iH») tons capacity acb to be
ready to be
tilled this winter
Five houses are already up.
have
also
the
Kennebec
Mutual
They
purchased
houses
Their old ‘South Houses" in Farming
dale have been torn down and a new house with
a
capacity of 3ih»0U tons will be built immediately.
1 hey w ill have the following houses and
capacity
when iheir buildings are all completed: Hallow
»dl. JO.mho Chelsea. J3.000; North Houses, JJ.000
South Houses, 30,000: Smithtowu. 00,000; Kennebec Mutual to be called Dresden. JO.OOO :
Iceboro,
Io.ooo ton.**- or over JOO.OOO tons.
Besides this
have
a
of
oo.OOOtons
at
Noith
Booth
they
capacity
bay, and about 3000 tons at Barter’s Island. The
new houses at
Farniingdale will not be so iarge as
the old ones, on account of not having Held enough
to lill their houses in that vicinity
The IVpperel! mills, at Biddeford have just
put
in two engines ot lbe Corliss pattern. The larger
one is to run the No
3 mill, and is of 800 horse
power, having a tly wheel JS feet in diameter and
o inches broad
The smaller engine furnishes
power tor Nos. J and 3 mills, and is of 000 horse
power, having a tly wheel JO feet in diameter ami
inches broad. The engines are so
perfectly ad
justed that the working of the machinery cannot
be heard beyond a distance of JO feet
The boil
ers which supply the steam for these immense
engines are l!> in number, and are located in the
basement of the machine shop
Du one of the points of land forming the ‘‘low er
narrows" of the lake, in Wes Waterville, Messrs.
J W inslow Jones A* Co are
rapidly completing one
of their numerous corn canning factories
Huge
buildings have been put up for this new enterprise,
which promises the employment of about 300
hands for a portion of the year
Talk is made of
packing meat here through the winter, thus giving
work to many the year round.
The Williams Slate Company, of Brown ville,
have contracted for several thousand
squares to
he delivered as soon as they can be taken from the
quarry.
1 he Maine Ice Co at Booth bay. are
making ex
tensive preparations for the winter’s business.
They are at work on three large houses, wharf,
1 im•
Slate,
■

runs,

piers,

etc

I Mr Reed of Bath was in earnest when lie said
that he retired from the Congressional canvass for
the sake of “harmony," he must be gratified
by the
result
The election was the most harmonious
known in Maine for years. [Portland Advertiser.
\\ o learn that the number of
prisoners in our
state prison is about lf>0 having decreased about
10 since business has revived.
Let business con
tiuue good and the li juor traffic diminish, and the
will
be
less
still
prisoners
[Waterville Mail.
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Is

very fair. I have t hlna Netv from *7 lo sit
A So

great remedy for Dyspepsia, UilitrasDis*
and functional Derangements attendant

yooi| Mock

a

o|

HARDWARE !

Debility. In 1-2 lb,bottles, 15 cents.'Six.
bottles. $4, Accredited Physicians and Clergymen
supplied, with net exccedingsis; bottles at one ka'.?
the retail price, money to accompany order, geld
by Druggists nnd ly'D. B. Dewey *t Co.. 4J
Dey St, New York.
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REGULATING AND CLEANSING THE
STOMACH AND BOWELS,
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FEMALE DISEASES,

B. F. WELLS.

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
of Energy,Loss ofStrength,
Want of Appetite Intermittent

Fevers,

oifcr

e

our

larpi

stock

...

a

IIantuare, Nalls, Mass, Locks, knobs, Iron, steel
Hubs, Spokes, Kims, shafts. Horse shoes
ami Nails at extremely Ion prices.
JOT LOT OF 300 SETS TABLE CU TL TR Y
at J.7 per cent iiinler
price.
MiaieK. Picks, Lanterns, Trails, low Tics,
l*i>\iiler.
Mini, Cartridges, him taps. Wrapping and
sheathing Papers. Paper Hags and Twine.
TV In de-ale ami retail.
‘I iri a I prices t‘, large Inure
E. J. MORISON & CO 52 Main St.

['■

Ii*

*i

ili.

^l U1

15KONV N < IIK.AIIOAL CO.

1
customer-:

I to •lownik
lireet

Mining Machinery
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pempth
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SANFORD'S
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E. J. Morison & Co

New
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HOWARD,

-NEW-

FARM FOR SALE.
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FOR SALE.
subscriber oiler- for sale at a
bar-ain, the -loop yacht Mll l.i:
R-;. The boat is 20 feet Ion#,
II
feet beam, 21. feet deep with
cent re board.
1 las excellent aeeom_nmdalion for si \ persons. The yaelit
i- well toiiml, is in exctdlent eomlition and is a fast
Bor a -ale pleasure boat to visit the dillersailer.
cut summer resorts, none better can be found. Kn«>f
FIKVNK A. B< >LKKTT.
«|idi’e
Belfast, duly 1>, lss| _:*n
—

'Widths,

F. VELLS'.
Farm for Sale!

Just Received at
bargain,
t<*

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.

In Brooks ol' SO acres, desirable,
well located, ^ood soil, pasturing
and water.
Handy to mills, mar
kels, schools, village, stores and K.
-It. Station.
Will l»e sold at .meat
stock and tools with it if desired. Applv
JOHN W. liANb, Brooks, Me.

REMOVAL.
PI M' si list It I BE It wishes to inform her many
triends and patrons that sin* has moved from
L
church street to i he rooms over Ceo. W. Burgess,
in Met linloek Block, Hijjh street, where she will
weleome all. Those in want of a first-class Dress
or Cloak Maker are invited to call.
Terms reason
able.
MRS. M. A. SNOW.
1
I.—:i7tl.
Belfast, Sept, la,
r

SEAMEN WANTED.

ONK

,

The

subscriber oilers for sale his
on Bay View' street. 'Pile
\ residence
j®
bouse
is two stories, all finished,
fflji.iiijylar-<‘ cistern in cellar, with :i #ood
#arden spot. The view overlookthe harbor ami bay is not surpassed in the city.
ing
Brice reasonable, flood reasons for sellin#. Ap
IK (K DYER.
plv at this nllieeto
Belfast, April 11. Issl -l."»tf
'Pile

*

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.

METAL, the best antifriction
rjAYBK
1. linin# inaetiinery boxes, for sale at
2oistf

metal for

TIIE JOURNAL OFFICE.

R. W. ROGERS
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price of one doctor’
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-aim- bn- Probate.
ordered, That tin- -aid K ecu lor yivc not ire |<» all
per-on- intere-ted b\ eausiny a eopv ol tin-order

the

be published three week- -inet--i\ cl v in 111
Uepubliean .loiirual printed at llelfa-t, fli.it tin-,

to

<

mav appear at a Prohale ( our!, to be In-Id al lb
fast, within and for .-aid < oiintv, on tin -eemid
Tm-sdav of (letober next, at fen of the clock before
noon, and -how cause, if anv tliev have, why tinsame should not he proved, approve.| and allowed.
true

eopv

I \.ML> l> !, \ MSiiN. .1 in lye.
\ A I- » ivm:ii, Ib yi-ti-r.
\ttcst

At a Probate < ourt held at
tin- < oiintv oi Waldo, on
September, A I). |ss|

llelfa-t,
(in-

ithin ami f« r
second Tue-dav m
w

T.

MAI.I. widow ol (Mdlp.i; II.
li MALI., late of \\ iuterporl. in aid ( oiinl\ o|
Waldo, deceased. Iiav iny presented her peti lion for
an allow ain-e out of tin- personal e-tab- of
,dd d<
ceased.
<
Ordered, That the said Widow yivc in»| i.-e lo all
persons interested hy catisiny a. eopv of this order
to be published three weeks sll(res>ivelv ill the Ur
publican Journal printed al llelfa-t, tluil tin y may
appear at a Prohale ( ourt, to be held at iMIla-i,
within and for said (. utility, mi the -eemid Tue-dav
of Oetoher next, at ten oi' the clock before ..1,
and show cause, il anv they have, whv ihepraver
of said petitioner shoitid not be yranled.
I A.MLS |). LAM SON, .ludyv
A Inn- eop;.
A. A. Li.l lem.i;, |;,
Attest

>TAM’i

At a Probate Court held at lielfast, within and for
the Counts of W aldo, on the M-eond Tue->dav of
September, A. I >. lss|.

P.OARDMAN, i:\eentor of the will >1
liiiiiliKU., late of llelfaM, in -aid
Waldo, deceased, ha\ing presented hi-

IMJA.MKs
of
•

tir>t account of Lxeeutor-hip for allow anee.
(trdered. That the said K \ cent or give not i«• to all
persons interested by ranging a copy of this-order
to l»e published three' w eeks -ueec-.-i's
rly in the Re
puhlieau Journal printed at lielfast, that lliev ma\
appeal at a Probate Court, to be held at llell'a-t.
within and for said County, on tin* second Tuesdas
of October next, at ten ot the clock before nooii,
and show cause, if any they have, whs the sann*
should not he allowed.'
J V.Mi:>. 1). I.AMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
A. A. K'l.i: irur.it, Register.

Probate Court held at lielfast, within ami for
of Waldo, on the second Tuesdas of
September, A. 1>. ISM.
ARY A. M< ( ollll, Administratrix of the estate of LOIS M<’C< Mill, late of Lineolnvilli*,
in sliid Countv of Waldo, deceased, basing
prc
sented her second and final aeeoimt of Admini-lra
tion for allowance.
< >rdered, That the said Administratrix
give* notice
to all persons interested by causing a.
ropy of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at lielfast, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at llei
fast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of October next, at ten'of the clock before noon, and shosv cause, if any they have,
svhy
the same should not he allosved.
J VMKS I). L \.MS< »N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest —A. A. Pi.KK'llKlt, Regi.-ter.
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the said Widow yi\e notice
to all per on- inb-n -led bv cail-niy a eop\ of thiorder to be puNi-Ind three week- -11
i el.
in the Uepubliean .bunnal prinb-d at llelfa-l, that
Lln-y mav appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at
llelfa-t, vv it hi n and for -;mI < minty, on the -eemid
Tuesday of October in \i, at ten <>i tin clock be
forenoon, and -bow cause, ;i anylhev have.whv
the pr:iv er of aid pel it
in-r -lamid not be a ranted.
IA.ML- l>. I. \ Mso\, .Indye
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September, A. 1 >. |ss|.
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..t i-;t
•.,;,11v
r.l.llll
Iniln.f, -i
-aid
a minor heir "i
\M1." I x d n |
lute of said lsh-shoro, deceased, respeel fullv
reprr
"CHI' that -aid ltettie \. Doduei- -ei/ed lie!
j...
-e--e,| of a parrel ot land situate in -aid l-!e-lmro,
eontuiuiu.” -evenly aere-moreorle-s.it hcinu liie
farm lately occupied hv Hannah l>o,|”v.
That it
would he for the advantage of -aid ward
ha\.
the s;tid real e-tale -old and the
proceed- thereot
put at ititcrest ; that an adv antaue.-u- ..if, r tor -aid
real e-1 ate, to wit
i..
the -urn >1
v ,-u htind t •■!
lar- has been made.
Wherefore your petitioner prav- .>ui m ■ >..r |.
iTrant him a lieeu-e to sell and e.uiv ev -aid r-'.tl
late for the purpo-e ufore-aid.
lAMKs I*.. WILLIAM".

At a
tin*
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FOR
To I In- I ionoi ante
of Waldo
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will’d

!. Wl\

v

I pon tin- forevoiny petition. • >: i. r,•.|. ;hal lie
petitioner aivr notice t.» all per-on-inteiv-ted, h\
• ausin*; a
order
ropy of -aid petition, with I hi
thereon, to he pllMi lied three Weeks -uree-.-i\elv
in the Ihpiihliean -ioiirnal, a paiMrprihledat Ihi
fa-t, that they may appear at a rrol.a'e ( .mrf i" !>.
held at the Probate »Hi
i(i ih-lla-! at m a;d. mi
the second Tlle-da "I October n e i, •. 1. n
i... k
in the forenoon, and -how e.tii-e il any Hu
iia\e.
wlr. the-amr-iiotild imi he granted.
.1 AMI." I» I \ M
»\
In
\ ...
\th--t
\
\ 1- : i.n lit i:. I;.

\

I’!' a-.inti-, -ii uated oil the shore
'.el I" -tween >. arsp.a t and Ihd
&5R f
fast, two miles from >ear-pnrt vil
—’
la#c, four miles from Belfast city,
ot -.. land,
I'"1
partly under eultiv atio’n,
-ood p.i-lme and plenlv of wood,
good voiin# nr
'•hard, -plendid buiMiim-.tod
supply n| water, an
e \ 'e I le I a
cellar. Will be sold w it It fa 1*111 i 11# ill) pie
meiil- and slock at
a
bargain.
Kmpiire on the
KUZ \ .1 ( l RTIS.
premise
'-ear-port. \11 ■. ].<, |ss|. dmdtD
»li
1

I

all

tm

ITA L L'S

Al a Probate < uni bed at llelfa-t, williiu and I'm
the < Mints o| Wal.io, on the second Tm--.lav
September. \ I >. I s-1.

bi B.rooks, |o:{acres, | mile 1‘rom
be \ illa-e. IK IK, Mills, A ..Oiie"§iba 11 mile from So. Brook-, B. (>.,
-ebool, stores. Well fenced, #ood
livin# waler in pasture, and two
well-at !be huildin#, 2 barns |o\
In,
ood bouse and w ood house, cut- 20 to 25 tons
h:t>,#ood orchard, ea-v farm to work, fields ‘ilted
for mower, -ood stron# soil, stock and tools w dli it
il de-in I, tori', sheep.
W ill be sold at a hai#aiu.
KKW VII.I. W IIITAKF.IK
or W \i. n. .hi.M-;-, South Brook-. Me.
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FARM FOR SALE.

Manufacturer and dealer in

A?-!*
less. lieuare of imitations said to be as (food.
for Sanford’s Ginger and take no other.
Sold everywhere. Weeks & Potter, Poston,

aa
a
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In Lmiyirorth>/ Hiii/ilhia.
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I Him

1.1/A Hill!
wi-iow oi ,h»l I'll I
UINst »\. late o| Wiuterport, in said ( oun
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tv of Waldo, deceased, bav in- piv-mited In-r
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lion for an allowance out
the pm -onal e-i tie oi

—..

52 Main St., Belfast. |
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market.

Paint and Varnish llruslies. Chamois
Skills, Ac..Ac.
Kstreiiiely lnw priees t.. lv.lmv mir large stork.
Wholesale ami retail.
-Jm.'ii;

Impure water, unhealthy climate, unripe fruit,
unwholsome food, cramps, chills, malaria, excessive heat and the thousand and one ills that In
set the traveler or family are nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of Sanford's
Ginger, “the delicious.’’ As a beverage it
quenches thirst, opens the pores, relieves the head,
regulates tie* stomach and bowels, eradicates a
craving lor intoxicants and imparts new life to tin
languid, careworn, overworked,nervous and sleep-

USING

The -ub-ei ibei* otlei
»r
ale bis
lion
on
Main I reel, near W il-on
11 ill, bile t lie re idenee of \ sa A
11o\veI lie bouse is in #ood re
pair, piped tlii 'ai—liout for #a- and
cemented
farnaee.
eeliar. and commands one of
the line.-i view >in He! fa
Bond lot for a garden,
and lias apple tree
ih.it la-1 year produced li ft y
bushels <a line fruit.
Will I-* sold at a bargain, as
Hie o\, ner i- -oin- io «ea.
If not -old soon will be
rented.
l> \\ ll» I’KIIJCK.
Applv t<>
Belfast. <epl. s, |ss|. ;a

Eagle Head) Mixed Paints In asst, rails, all colors,
U'tists tutors and llruslies, Japan and Oil
* (ilnrs, (,old Leaf, Lubricating oil,,
Ac.,

-GINGER-

tin* lir-f

salt- h\ all IPuggists.

or

;

VARNISHES,

Itailroail mb tvs. New slunles just receive.1.
Pliii'iiix and Atlantic Strictl) Pure While Lead
Linseed Oil. Colgate* Pure Hail and Boiled.
Ih'-t nil iii tlie
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FOR SALE.
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and take no other.

J, HALL, Leiiseo.
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i*>.Janl 17

Prlr<‘ 25 mi!*, l
Trv. it and on u i!I

will he lilt.lea
I >n plic;, I, parisi.r I',ill
peeialt
•t "t nearly all :ty rieultuial
implements in u-e in
’hi- vicinity in stock or ina«lc t<• onicr.
Prices w ill
he ounle low ami we hope am I «* \
peel to merit ami
obtain a liberal patronage.

lyrr.
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itAD'S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.
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\ ,dc. Masiv1 it the fail *•[ INDi | v,...-taken with lu.i-.uu m; ..i
l Hi; i.i Nos followed l>\ a -even* cough.
ilo-tmv
appetite and flesh, and w i< t-mlined t<» my bed In
In" | u i-admitted \ ,\
Hospital The doctors
said 1 had a hole in m\ lime :•. big as a half dollar
At one time a report went mound that I was dead
j gave up hope, but a friend told me of DR. W!L
LIAM H ALL’S BALSAM FOR i ll L LI NLS
I
got a bottle when to my surprise I commem-cd
to feel better, and to day 1 fed letter than
r
three Years p:i-‘
I wiite Hus ii-'pmg evcia <cn* allLeted * ill dis
cased Lungs will tak
DR WILLI \M
L\LL\>
BA LS \ M ami he com meed that « "N SI \i F I'D »N
CAN BL Ci RLD.
I can j -siti.dv >a\ it has
done more good than all tb.
medicines I have
taken since my sickness
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Hi
iriri atirotion to Im-iiir-- 1
t:or -liare of puhli, palronage.

From TOe. In si.50.

Death
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Mens’ soils, $0.00, S.OI), 10.00. 12.00. IT.00,
10.00, 22.00; Mens’ listers and Diereoals.
$2.7.,, 0.00. 0.50, 7.5D, s.oo, p.OD. 15.00.
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the plains we thought you would 1 e it.*.but alas'
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W inb rjiort. and adjoining laud oft harle II. Pi. a>
and L. C. Pdai-deil.
That it D tor I he inter.--1 -.1
-aid minor that -aid e.-tate be sold and the pro.. d
thereof put on inter, -t
that he
i- re.a i\ed an
advanlageoii- ofler for the atne. b* wit b n Inn.
died and fifty dollars, and that it is for tin- inter.- t
of -aid minor that said oiler In- ao-epled.
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ol
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Stlhseriher herehy a;'.,'- ptlhlir lintier
rpill'l
A enneermai, that she ha In-en rinlv

to be held at tin Probate < Mine in Bc!fa-t afore-aid,
on the second
Tue.-day of «» t..1t next, at ten
o’clock in lin* forenoon, and show muse, il am t lo*.
have, whv the aim* should not he granted.
I \ M K > lb I. \Mm in, Judge.
A true copy. Atte-t : A. \. Pla n tibu.liegi-b r.
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one

■Mas. M SAN II. I 11 1:1;. latent
Swantille,
in the Comity ,,f Waliln, ,|e. ease.I, in ait in
1
the law iliiv.-is; lie then hirer.
.,n.--i-all ..
" Ini are imlehte.l in sai.l lire, aseil’iai.• !•, ,,i 11,,
inline,liale |iayinenl, ami thinewhn hate an
,|e
mamls tlierenn, In exhihii tin- -aim- I'nr -eiilo'nionl
l" him.
\UMtN It. I'li'hi;
I
septeniher la, |Ss|.

rpon the foregoing petition, < >rdi*ivd, that the pn
titioner give public notice to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three week- -un<v--i\.-l\
ie the liepubliean Journal. a paper printed at
lb*lfast, that they may appear at a Probate ( ourt

W. It. MllltSK.

Srarsmont,
■I

at

SPECIAL NOTICE.

as

At a Probate Court held at lielfa-t, within ami for
the 'omit
of Waldo, on tin*
mi i Tun-da\ of
September, A. D. lssi.

tlie Liuicsl for CASH.

tn

W. M. IIISOWN.

CLOTHS Kilt MF\ A HOIS’ WKAIi.

Johnson
\uni. » ano
Oil. Li mm km is warranted to
pie i-e all who use
iak\

!„• foil ml in thigroat variety ,,t

as can

L. t. Dll'hia.

Cotton. Cotton £ Wool £ All-Wool

Bavu-.ks M AMui.YKi; Brrni;.- ar«-■ puridv
the product of tie* hills ami vallevs
11

nitv

Miiceil

are

shiii

AM |>,-i 'oiis budding or
repairing will limi it to
Ha ir :nlx outage to nix,- or a rail.
\Ve « ant a lot ol'
I’ior, Hr.ran, \ I., >|oairr ami Itireii lainila-r.
Shoo I it I it- a I r\ Year and atl'rrL our \\ atrr
power,
we 'had add
train | mu rr to one mill, and alia 11 al" :i> o Mr readi I
do all ini,- that ennie along.

I

V

above

illi the

\v

Door Butts, Huobv, Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts,
Door Springs, Mind Hangings, Castors, Picture
knobs. Wire Screens, Screws, Floweret! and
Plain <iround Double Thick Door Mass and
Window (Mass.

nice line of

a

hand in rnunceliun

on

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS. JAPAN,

DRY & FANCY GOODS !
Diir Prices

vegetable

Makkamh.

have

I

-"hall keep

e

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

An Ls a i.i-ii i.o ID Mi ov.
Downs' IIumi; ii;is
been widely known and used as a cough reinedv
tor fifty years. No other cuiigli medicine has stood
the lest half this length of time The people stand
by that which is good.
I Hi

"

have it trimmc«l

IHail UlleU

yesterday, the whole number canned
dav.
\\ inm tlie corn begins to eouie along
t i>ter. however. it will take three men to till the
<-ins and they
expect to put up .10.000 per dav.
I W lien a can is tilled it goes to the scales to he
I
eighed. Kaeh can must have just 'Si ounces of
coin, tor which the farmers receive two and one
;t•'
cents.
When weighed a young girl washes
!f the top and then three others wipe it until the
toy is absolutely dry and clean Then a cover is
lapped on by a small boy and a tray full of the
cans are earned to the
sealing room, a build
1:•
1'0,0 feet.
Here the tops are soldered on.
1 en they pass into the bath room, a
building
feet, where tin y are put into hot water for in
minutes
Then they are tapped to let the air out
and the air holes 'jniekly soldered again
Then
they are [»ut back into the hot water and allowed
to cook for live hours in
iron
vats
made
for
large
the purpose.
W hen the corn has been thoroughly
hed they come out. and the hose tilled with
‘‘■‘hi water from t lie brook running by is turned on
to them to cool them at once
When cooled they
pass mto the store house, a building dox-so feet,
u acre the cans are
labelled
and boxed for
polished,
market.
\ good engine mis in a small
building between
the hath room amt the store house. This is used
to
the
of
water
great
used from the
pump
quantity
brook neai at hand.
This is how they can corn, briefly told
From
the time the corn arrives at the factory until it is
is
“"king
generally less than hail an hour. The
farmers an- thus able to load on their husks and
■hive around to the opposite side of the
building
and get the cobs as they come from the
cutting
machines to take home with him
If the weather
continue- good for two weeks more they will be
a'-ic to can a good many hundred thousand cans of
line/,, i,
Next year the farmers will he able to
tell whether it pays them oi not.
It looks us
though .t was a good thing for Skowbegan at least.
There are nearly 100 persons employed, men, wo
men and children aud
they are nearly all trom ibis
or

E

'.wits

"There is something' I'asi-i< Hie
gets such wholesome
out of a tiiiling investment

sa\ s

of me can
free of charge.

Curtains & Curtain fixtures

<

Fur **al(* h) \X\\. 0. Pool? A non.

MBS. LYDIA E.

Mark Twain

COliS.

the follow ing inter
\ canning corn in

<

It;

—

1HK

the process
"ting
the Skowhegan factory
Entering the grounds
•' Ah
load of corn in a d> mj» art. we drive under
Then* are two of
•'•mg shed west of the factor}
t!.<*.->e >lieds each 100 fe«A long, erected tor Itn>k
'• ng corn under.
Here w»* find something less thin
halt the French populati m of the village husking
corn
The departuient is under the supervision ol
Mr \ H Lang, of Lnrone.
He has to look out
that the corn is well husked and when a basket is
tilled he gives the busker a ticket that is redeemed
at
I:,*dice at tour ciiits. Some ol the smart
ting women earn a dollar a day at this price
W hen
basket is filled with corn on the cob we
w
it into the cutting room, a building doxlMi
f*•
aud t wi:■ "lories high.
This building sets next
t" tin street an 1 the
upper part is used for making |
the tin cans
Each man's corn is kept separate in the cutting
t'ooiii until it is
weighed and the owner credited
with it. when it goes all in together. The corn is
first taken in hand by girls who cut otf the ends of
the cob sharp up t<» the corn with a hatchet. Then
a is dropped into the cutter and the corn shaved
'•11 as smooth y as one could
imagine, the cob go
ing into a basket by itself. From the cutter the
■1 !'n
is taken to the scales where Mr
Augustus
Davis of Cornville sits,book in hand to set down the
■-'•net weight. It is next placed in a
large sieve and
!iioroughly screened to iemovc all pieces ot cob.
husk or silk
Next it is placed in tubs tilled with
u-e to prevent souring.
Then it is put into cans
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respectfully represents that -aid wards are seized
and possessed of the following described real etate, viz.: one undivided third part of the homestead farm of their mother Lydia Nicker-on, late
ot Searsport, aforesaid, being the -ampremises
named in deed from Isaac L. Maiden to lingers M.
Nickerson, recorded in the Wahlo County Beyistry
ot Deeds, \ ol. 1 “x•, Page
That il would lie for
the henelit of said wards to have said real estate
sold and the proceed.- thereof used for their neces
>ary expenses, so much as is needed, and balance
placed at interest.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a linen-.• to .-«* 11 and convey -aid real estate of said wards a- will satisfy -aid expenses
ami incidental charges and charge-- of <,uardian

I’ine, Black Walnut and
on hand.
Job Work of
Sash I'rimrd and Blazed.

every description.

rpin.

Probate for t lie

hs I-.. M A III >LN, «»l seal’s »ort, in l lie ( .mu
|
of Waldo ami Mate of Maine, (Guardian of
I). NICKK|»son, LDW AliD D. Ml Ki ll
s<>N and MAIIN A. .MCKKBSi>.\, minor heirs «.f
I.V1H A Nil KKlisoN, late »f
searsport,aforesaid,

Dour amt Window Frames, Door ami Window
Screens, Black Walnut and Ash Extension Tallies. I’unips, Butlers, Mouldings, Bracketts,
and Water Wheels.
Ash lumber always

uli rilii
herein iv imlilii'tiuliiT | all
JL ''iilii'ei'in'iI, that lie ha- h, n iliile a|i|i'iinti'il ami
tahell upon him-ell the lru-i nl \■'!miui~irati>i
the estate nl'

JAM
t>
KICANK

Doors, Sash & Blinds,

i>.<isti>n

<>f the L ATM ST Sl*KI\(i STY LLs, which ran
now Ih> -cfn at my stores, ami :tt the lowest

Have you tried, a a remedy lor your Fold or
Sore Throat, Dr
Lraves' Balsam <-l W ild (’berry
and Tar
Composed. a- ir is. of two o: tic* best
and most simple mgrc.ii.mts in nature, it cannot
fail «f relieving you
Wild Cherry and 'far are
universally admitted bv everyone at all acquaint
cd with medicine, as sure rrinnir s. and the best
for Coughs, folds. Sure Tin out. Bronchitis.
Whoop
ing Cough, lloarseiu. a and all othci diseases of
the pulmomuy organs
Many hadng used Dr
Lravcs Balsam speak highly in its praise If. when
you arc atllicicl you will give ibis really valuable
I remedy a trial, you will not he disappointed in its
elfocts. Sample. 10 !. ; generous ,st/.e. .»o cts
fk-r B-liousnos. Dyspep-ia, Constipation, or
Liver C -iiipl -iiO use Improved F. mill Cathartic
Fills, made i-v Dr. L,.i\- •. price.
cents per hi-:*;
For sale by \\ m O Foor A Son Belfast
a

nating about science
returns of conjecture

ii \vi: .11 st i;i-:( i;i\ i.i> riidM

301)0 Rolls of Room Paper

over a

1
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l <> t In* I It moral >le .hi. I ge of
of Waldo.

Man ii rue Hirers ami Dealers In

It is supposed that pockets are ripe all tin* year
round, as those who toilowthu business of picking
them make no distinction in seasons

Til'- articles signed “Enterprise' which have
appeared '.n the last three issues ot the American
have been noticed, and mention made of some of
the ideas suggested, by
least two papers, name
!y the Sullivan Bulletin and Belfast .1 ouri al
These papers, al w ays watchful for the good of their
e w n town aud
city, are too generous not to wish
'ihers prosperity, feeling no doubt that whatever
helps oue part of the State, helps all. There has
never been a tune more favorable for
embarking
:.
business enterprises than at present
The
is
from
a
country
just emerging
period of stagna
tion. and all the industries are being pushed to
11 eii utmost capacity to supply the enormous dc
: land
The manufacturing establishments of the
I trge cities ot New York and Massachusetts, are
verriin w ith orders, and many foundries aud ma
line shops in the smaller towns of our own State
are receiving large orders from those establish
n.ents
[Ellsworth American.

i

■

oyster.

Lei kings enjoy their viands grand.
Prepared by skilled and costly hand
The fairest of the tlock be theirs
And served up on the richest wares
By waiting lords in royal stati*
And eaten trom their g ddeu plate
of all famed dishes, old or new.
tiive me a Yankee oyster stew.

AD,

x

the

J

a man

However watched by loving care,
Home has distempers lurking then
And human power cannot defend
From ills that constantly impend:
But Sauford's Linger bids pain cease.
And home restores to health and peace.

{Old Song

Hail

PH OB ATE NOTICES

says he makes his living b\ keeping
a country tavern isn’t it a sort of a declaration of
inn dejendence

\N

All

["

It the mother is feeble it is impossible that her
children should be strung.
Lydia L. Finbham s
Vegetable <’ impound is a perfect specilh in all
chronic diseases ot the m xual system of women.
Send to Mrs Lydia K Finkham. “A;t Western Ave
nue. Lynn. Mass for pamphlets.
xJwdS

"Whi.-tle, whistle, loving daughter, and you shall
nev

sop

factious young man calls a certain female in
stitnte a “Vennor weather prediction"— because it
contains so many Misses.

course

1

by

A

lu-tle, whistle. loving daughter, and you shall
have a horse."
1 never whistled, mother and 1 cauuot now, of

puckers

ateil

In

liypophosphites. The above named treatment has
been found singularly < HVctivc

"V\

It

.successfully

is

aratiug tin* patients beyond hearing distance of
each other, and by the employment of Fellows'

"Whistle, whistle, loving daughter, and you shall
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I ins ON, O.p.i.rr !". I <
I i. II LDD'i Lst»
,ini
Dear sir
\ on p;
sinn then
me, in I sin, my lirst patent,
1
a
acted for and advised me in bmidi«
ot
a
1
procured many patents, ei-'in andtMen
i.
il.’lVe occasionally employed the be-'.
!
New \ ork, Philadelphia an-1 \\ a n na I e
yivc you almost the whole ol mv bti-im
line, am I ad\ ise others (.» empi-v s 11
ours truly,
(.la dp.l DP \ PIP.
Poston, dan. 1, iSsj
|y rl

$500 REWARD !
Wh will pay the above rewarii for any >-.i
hi\er Complaint, Dy spepsia, sick Headache, Imli
yestion. ('onstipation or ( ->sti\ eiiC' w- am-of are
with West’s Vegetable raver Pill w l n tin
tions are strictly complied with.
I’liey are purely
Vegetable, and never fail to yi\ e -ati'i.e l: a. sn-ai
< -cited.
I .arye bo\e -, eoiitaininy du PiP-,
vntFor sale by P. II. Mnm>\, Hr I fast, Me. liew are of
counterfeit and imitations. The yeuuiiie manulae
ture-l ovly by JolIN <
\\ Is l A ( U,
1’lic Pi!
Makers,” 1S1 A ls;> \\ Ma-lison st., < ’hi- a:■
Free
I rial paekaye sent by mail prepaid on
receipt >I a ;
cent stamp.
ly reow 14
<
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1^ to t,l\ |. NOTH h, Thai
H
tinA. 'lay of sepi., \. I). Dsl.a Warrant in In -i
of
(
was
issued
out
the
ourt
ot
Insolvt
vency
ney
for said County of Waldo, ayain-l the e-iaie
DANIEL s sLMPSON, of Scap-port, in 'ani (
nn
tv, adjudyed I" he an hisolvenl Debtor, on pe
tili«*ii of saitl Debtor, which petition w a
lile-l
a
the tith day* of September, A. D. IssI, to
named date interest on claims i- to be eon.jn :- -l.
That tin* payment of any debts and the ddiv
and
transfer of any
beloiiyin--: l<>-aid Debtor,
to him or for his u>e, and the delivery and transfer
of any property hy him, are fori’»iiltleii by law. That
a meetinyof the creditors of saitl Debtor.
pr -vc
their th'bts ami choose one or more a>siyuees of bis
to be
estate, will lie held at at ourt of
hidden at the Probate Ollire in -ai«l licit a I. "ii the
Idlh da y of October, A. D I ss |, at in o'-dork in the
forenoon.
hi ven under m\ ham I the late lirst above writ ten.
t HAS. liAKEK. sheriIf
\
Me- enyer <»l the Court o| Iu <>l\ < m y for aid
of
Waldo.
*w:»s*
County
i< i: oi-
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GRAVES' PATEKV
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spills
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TO

830.
A. B. MATHEWS,

Belfu-t, M>•

properiy

Insoiveney

STARTLINC
DISCOVERY!
LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
I'<•
\ virlim of youthful ini | »rin leneo ea n si n
tmv 1 lee.ay, Nervous l>ehility, I.o-t M.i.ii*
lias nyi*1 trieil in vain overs known reme«l>.
«*o\nretl a -imple >rlf emv", \s liieh he s\ ill on.I I; *>l
to hi
follow -ntinioi
nl.lre
,1. If. HfHf'1
(hatham St., V \.
lyr-;-
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